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Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board *M

In the Matter of )
)

Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352 _

) 50-353
(Limerick Generating Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO MOTION OF DEL-AWARE
UNLIMITED, INC. TO COMPEL ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES

Preliminary Statement

On July 21, 1982, intervenor Del-Aware Unlimited, Inc.

(" Del-Aware") served discovery requests upon Philadelphia

Electric Company (" Applicant"). On July 27, 1982, Applicant

filed objections to certain interrogatories and requests for

production of documents and also a motion for a protective

order seeking to delimit the scope of discovery to the three

contentions granted to Del-Aware by the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board (" Licensing Board" or " Board") in its

Special Prehearing Conference Order ("SPCO"), dated June 1,

1982, and its subsequent Memorandum and Order on

reconsideration, dated July 14, 1982.

A telephone conference call among, inter alia, the

Chairman, counsel for Applicant and counsel for Del-Aware

took place on August 2, 1982 regarding Applicant's

objections. As a result, Del-Aware filed a motion to compel

answers to its interrogatories on August 9, 1982. The

8208160066 B20812
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Chairman requested that Applicant respond to the motion by

August 13, 1982.

Applicant opposes the motion to compel, which once

again is based upon the fundamentally erroneous proposition

the Licensing Board has consistently rejected, to wit, that

the NRC will engage at the operating license stage in a

full-scale review of supplemental cooling water alternatives

to the Point Pleasant diversion. However earnest Del-Aware

may be in its attempt to reach this broader issue, the

Licensing Board has ruled and reaffirmed that it will not

expand the scope of Del--Aware's admitted contentions beyond

specific issues concerning the operational impacts of the

existing plans for the Point Pleasant Pumping Station and

Bradshaw Reservoir. The Board should adhere to its previous

rulings and refuse to compel the requested discovery, which

would far exceed the scope of these three admitted

contentions. Accordingly, the motion to compel should be

denied.

Argument

For the convenience of the Board and parties, Applicant

will respond to each specific request seriatim. For the

sake of brevity, the arguments contained in Applicant's

previously filed Objections and Motion for a Protective

| Order (" Objections") (July 27, 1982) will not be repeated at

length here. Applicant hereby incorporates and respectfully

refers the Licensing Board to this pleading for a further
|

| explanation of the reasons discussed below.
!
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Interrogatories 1 (d) , (e) and (f). In these

interrogatories, Del-Aware is requesting information. based

upon the hypothetical premise that DRBC may alter the

conditions it imposed for diversion of water at Point

Pleasant for Limerick. Applicant submits that, for the

reasons analyzed in its previous pleadings and as determined

by the Board in its orders, it is beyond the jurisdiction of

the Licensing Board to speculate about possible revisions to

the DRBC docket decisions approving the Point Pleasant

diversion plan. The Board should not permit discovery on

the mere possibility that certain contingencies may occur,

resulting in unanticipated changes, obviously, no one can
:

forecast with certainty what changes in conditions might

persuade DRBC to ease or tighten existing limitations on

withdrawal of Delaware River water at Point Pleasant.

It is unnecessary for the Commission to engage in such

speculation, since its environmental review under the

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. 54231

et seg. ("NEPA") need only encompass reasonably foreseeable

environmental consequences without undue speculation or

conjecture about uncertain future events. 1/
,

Delaware raises three points in support of its argument-

that such conjectural events should be considered. First,

J/ Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Hoffman, 566 F.2d
1060, 1067-68 (8th Cir. 1977; Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group v. Butz, 541 F.2d 1292 (8th Cir. 1976),
cert. denied, 430 U.S. 922 (1977); Scientists'
Institute for Public Information, Inc. v. AEC, 481 F.2d
1079, 1092 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

. - _ . . .
.__ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - -
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Del-Aware speculates that discretionary actions might be

taken by DRBC because of possible droughts or because DRBC

would not force a " shutdown of Limerick, and risk a

- _/2
blackout." There is no basis for assuming that

DRBC would ignore the important statutory functions it has

been delegated by Congress and the parties to the Compact to

safeguard and fairly allocate the water resources of the

Delaware River Basin. The Board has already ruled that such

decisionmaking is beyond its purview.

A second item cited by Del-Aware in speculating that

some change in withdrawal conditions might be adopted is a
,

draft report of recommendations prepared by the DRBC members

which examines contingent water conservation and drought

management actions. The report is entitled " Interstate

Recommendations of the Parties to theWater Management -

U.S. Supreme Court Decree of 1954 to the Delaware River

Basin Commission Pursuant to Commission Resolution 78-20"

(July 1982) .
3/ Although the report does consider upstream

diversions by New York City and New Jersey in the event of

drought conditions, there is no indication that DRBC has

even considered the possibility of relieving Applicant from

the withdrawal conditions applicable to Limerick.

Accordingly, there is no basis for the supposition by

2/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 3.

--3/ In the interest of a complete record, Applicant has
attached a complete copy of the report, including the
accompanying background report.
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Del-Aware that any such contingency plans, even if adopted,

would result in " permitting PECo to further draw down the

flows at Point Pleasant."

In dismissing a challenge to DRBC 's final approval of

the Point Pleasant diversion plan, the United States

District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

further provided an effective answer to such speculation.

Addressing itself directly to the claim that DRBC had not

adequately factored in possible ramifications resulting from

the ongoing " good faith negotiations" cited by Del-Aware

above, the court in Delaware Water Emergency Group v.

Hansler, 536 F. Supp. 26, 44 (E.D. Pa. 1981), stated:

Plaintiffs suggest that no action
should be taken until there is some
final resolution of the so-called " good
faith negotiations" by the States of New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
Delaware, engendered by the 1954 decree
of the United States Supreme Court in
New Jersey v. New York, supra. These
negotiations have been continuing for
many years. There is no certainty or
assurance when, if ever, there will be
any agreement as to a change in the
Supreme Court decree. To suggest that
these 53.8 applications (and presumably
all other such applications or revisions
to the Comprehensive Plan) , which scale
down previously approved plans for water
use from the Point Pleasant pumping
station, should be suspended or
indefinitely delayed in the vague hope
that the four involved states will
resolve amicably a readjustment of water
withdrawals and allocations, is
unrealistic. It would completely defeat
and stifle the purposes and direct

4/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 4.
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mandate of the Compact to " develop and
adopt . a comprehensive plan for the. .

immediate and long range use of water
resources of the basin" which DRBC "may [

from time to time review and revise."
(Compact S13.1). '

The difficulty with plaintiffs'
position from a purely practical
viewpoint is, that there have been, are
now, and undoubtedly will continue to be
for an indefinite number of future
years, continuing studies by DRBC and4

other governmental and private agencies
concerning all aspects of the Delaware

i River and utilization of the waters of
this great natural resource. Many
studies overlap each other both as to
time span, content and agencies
involved. The situation will never be
fixed or static. There will always be
population changes, varying needs and
demands for water and continuing

: industrial, commercial ~ and residential
relocations. The whole concept of the
Compact compels DRBC to make continuous
study of both immediate and long range
needs and "from time to time review and;

revise" the Comprehensive Plan in order
Ito meet the needs of the basin. If

plaintiffs' suggestions are adopted, it
is quite apparent that it would be
virtually impossible to ever amend the
Comprehensive Plan or approve the
construction of any substantial projects
because of incompleted on-going studies.

The final point upon which Del-Aware bases its
,

I
speculation relates to NWRA's diversion of water for its own

j water supply needs. Here, again, Del-Aware resorts to the

l' discredited argument that environmental impacts associated
|
'

solely with NWRA's diversion of water for its sole use {

j should nonetheless be attributed to Limerick because "[b]y *

i .
*

| facilitating the construction of the intake at Point
|

| Pleasant, PECo is directly causative of NWRA's continuing
t

i

!
t

.

- - - - - - -, .-. . , . . . , , -
--. - . , , . - . _ _ . - . . . ,
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5/-

ability to operate the intake. " In its prior-. . .

orders, the Board has expressly ruled that the existence of

the NWRA components of the Point Pleasant diversion plan

"but for" Limerick is irrelevant. No reason is shown by

Del-Aware for departing from these rulings, which now

constitute the law of the case. S
Accordingly, each of the three reasons advanced by

Del-Aware for requesting this particular discovery is based

wholly upon speculation and conjecture. There is no

justification for assuming that DRBC will not require

Applicant to abide by the restrictions it has set in

granting formal approval to the Point Pleasant project. To

the contrary, the NRC should presume that all orders of DRBC

will be enforced and that any possible revisions thereto

will be in strict accordance with sound management

principles and the public interest, including a thorough

analysis of any possible environmental consequences. There

is certainly no need for the NRC to prejudge these matters

| by assuming circumstances to exist before DRBC has even

reached any final, binding decision. 7/

|

_5/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 4.

6/ See Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook
Station, Units 1 and 2) Docket Nos. 50-443 and 50-444,

i ALAB " Memorandum and Order" (February 12, 1982) (slip

| op. at 7).

-7/ In a supplement to its motion filed beyond the deadline
without the Board's permission and received by

i
(Footnote 7/ continued on next page)

i
l
,

'
- -

_ .
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Interrogatory 1(g). Del-Aware seeks information

relating to sources which will provide compensatory water

equivalent to water withdrawn at Point Pleasant. Del-Aware

states that it needs this information "to predict the

frequency and extent to which flows may be reduced below

3000 cfs." -8/ As discussed above, the speculation by

Del-Aware that any such changes in withdrawal conditions

will occur is an invalid basis for admitting discovery.

Further, the Merrill Creek Reservoir would only provide

compensating water, e.g., 65 cfs into the Delaware River if

65 cfs is withdrawn at Point Pleasant for Limerick. There

is no impact upon downstream fish or boating and recreation

in the area of the intake that could result from this flow

compensation. The flow level at Point Pleasant whenever any

compensatory water is provided upstream will be whatever it

otherwise would have been if no withdrawal at Point Pleasant

for Limerick had been made.

7/ (Continued)

Applicant's counsel on August 12, 1982, Del-Aware
argues that, if the Merrill Creek Reservoir for which
an application is presently pending before the DRBC is

,

j approved, Applicant may utilize the intake structure at
' Point Pleasant at river flows below 3000 cfs as

measured at the Trenton Gage so long as compensating
discharges were made at the Reservoir. While Del-Aware
treats this as " newly discovered" information, DRBC
considered and approved this mode of operation ini

Docket No. D-69-210 CP (Final) (November 5, 1975) (pp.
9-10).

8/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 6.

|

!

l

. . ___ -
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Interrogatory 1 (i) . This interrogatory seeks informa-

tion relating to operation of the Point Pleasant Pumping

Station when the intake is operated solely for the benefit

of NWRA during low flow periods. In its motion Del-Aware

once more relies -upon allegations pertaining to the

financial relationship between Applicant and NWRA for

construction of the Point Pleasant facilities, a matter

which the Board has already ruled to be irrelevant. -9/

Del-Aware notes the Board's ruling that all operational

impacts attributable to the joint use of the pumping station

may be considered. However, this determination resulted

only from the Board's finding that it could not meaningfully

segregate the environmental impacts associated with the
,

respective withdrawals. 10/ In this instance, the diversion

of water from the Delaware River by NWRA for its own use e
'

clearly distinguishable from any utilization of the facility
,

for Limerick. Under the rationale expressed by the Board,

there is no need for the NRC to consider this particular use

of the facility pursuant to NEPA, which concerns only major

1

J/ Memorandum and Order at 8 (July 14, 1982).
I

i 10/ The Board stated: "Further, it appears likely that
environmental impacts of a jointly used intake system
and reservoir result from the total size and operation
of the system and that they cannot meaningfully be

; separated. In the absence of such a methodology ,

permitting separation, we will consider the total
environmental impacts of the Point Pleasant intake and

j pumping station, the transmission main to the Bradshaw
| Reservoir, and the Bradshaw Reservoir itself." SPCO at

75.
:

|
|

.

- - w - - , , . , , _ p
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federal actions, in this instance, the operations of

Applicant as an NRC licensee.

Interrogatory 3. This interrogatory seeks information

relating to debris and ice conditions which allegedly will

necessitate dredging and maintenance activities. No basis

in fact has been shown for this assumption, nor is Applicant

aware of any such basis. Accordingly, Applicant submits,

for she reasons previously discussed in its objections, that
this line of inquiry is wholly irrelevant to conditions and

components pertinent to the Point Pleasant intake structure.

Interrogatory 5. This interrogatory asks for
,

information regarding downstream impacts of the water

withdrawal at Point Pleasant which have been considered in
conjunction with other studies on such matters as control of

salinity intrusion. Del-Aware concedes that the Board has

rejected this line of inquiry in refusing to admit proposed

Contention 16, based upon the binding effect of DRBC's
'

\

determinations in granting Section 3.8 approval to the Point

Pleasant project. -11/ Nonetheless, Del-Aware attempts to

11/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 8. Elsewhere in its~

motion Del-Aware recognizes that, for the same reasons,
it may not seek information "to evaluate the extent or
nature of the impact of reduced flows on salinity or

[other] matters which are more related to the. . .

larger issue of. diversions from the Delaware
River . M. at 6."

. . .

(Footnote l_lj continued on next page)

L

_ . . ._ _ _ _ .___ _ _
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justify this expansion of the issues by stating that the

Board has held that it will " consider alternative locations

for the withdrawal" to mitigate environmental impacts.12'/

Reference to the Licensing Board's SPCO demonstrates

that this explanation is entirely specious and attempts to

take the Board's rulings out of context. Thus, the portion

of the Board's SPCO relating to mitigation of environmental

impacts did not suggest that the Board would consider

alternative sites for a supplemental cooling water system

for Limerick, but only that it would consider operational

impacts of any design change in the existing plans, which

were approved in concept by the NRC at the construction

permit stage and subsequently given final approval by DRBC.

The Board stated:

Therefore, the Appeal Board found that
there were no environmental costs unique
to the river follower method of
supplementary cooling. However,
environmental costs ascertainable only
as the plan gained greater concreteness
after the construction permit was issued
have not been considered by the NRC. It
is appropriate that they be considered
now, because the plan is now more
definite and measures to mitigate
impacts may be more apparent. However,
absent a determination of significantly
increased environmental impacts, we will
not consider issues concerning the
overall acceptability of the river
follower method of cooling. This does
not mean we are precluded from
considering adjustments to the design

M/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 8.

|

|

!

:

.

- , a J
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used for this method of cooling. For
example, we may consider the impacts of
a change in intake location, but not the
fundamental alternative of dry cooling
towers. M/

It is therefore crystal clear that "the plan" to which

the Board referred was the existing Point Pleasant diversion

plan considered by the NRC at the construction permit stage

and granted final Section 3.8 approval by DRBC, and not some

unidentified alternative " plan" that could be proposed by an

intervenor. In other words, the Licensing Board meant that

minor adjustments to the location of the intake at Point

Pleasant a bit upstream or downstream might be considered as

a design feature in order to optimize the facility's

benefits while reducing, if possible, any adverse

environmental impacts. Applicant submits that the Board

certainly did not envision litigating the desirability of

entirely new sites located many miles down the Delaware

River near Philadelphia or elsewhere. The same analysis

applies to other portions of the Licensing Board's SPCO

cited by Del-Aware on this point. E

M/ SPCO at 61-62 (emphasis added).

-14/ Thus, at page 71 of the SPCO, the Board again refers to
possible changes "in the plan" requiring consideration.
Likewise, at page 88, the Board's reference to " changes
since the construction permits were issued" is directed
at the existing Point Pleasant diversion plan. The

(Footnote 14/ continued on next page)

__. ._ _ _ _ . . -
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cooling water. The Board expressly rejected the "but for"

EI and subsequently rejected attempts by Del-Awaretest,

to probe into the financial arrangements for the project,

stating:

Del-Aware arguec that the NWRA is
financially dependent on the Applicant
for completion of the entire system and
that the NWRA portion, thus, lacks
independent financial utility. This is
simply another way of restating the
argument that but for the Applicant's
participation in building part of the
system, the part utilized only by NWRA
would not be built. As we explained
prev.tously, the "but for" test is not
the correct test in this situation.
(SPCO at 76-77). Nor do we find
financial dependence to be the
equivalent of lack of physical
independent utility, and we have found
no case equating the two. M/

Accordingly, any alleged " economic , interdependence" is

irrelevant to the admitted contentions.

Further, for the reasons discussed in response to

Interrogatory 5, supra, the Board has not granted any,

i
contention encompassing an issue of alternative intake

locations beyond the Point Pleasant area. Therefore, any

financial factors bearing upon such alternative sites are a

! fortiori irrelevant.
|

Interrogatory 12. Del-Aware states in its motion that

the information in this interrogatory was requested "to

j enable Del-Aware to provide additional information to the
|

I

17/ SPCO at 76.
-

\

M/ Memorandum and Order at 8-9 (July 14, 1982).

|

|

l
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Board" regarding the reasons for the commencement of

construction at Point Pleasant in December 1982. E By

Del-Aware's own admission, therefore, the information is

requested for a purpose other than discovery on the admitted

contentions. Since discovery is limited to information

te ding to prove or disprove contentions, or reasonably
n

calculated to lead to such information, as Del-Aware
20/acknowledges, the interrogatory is deficient on its-

.

face. If the Board believes that further information as to
the construction schedule is necessary, it can pose its

questions directly to the parties.

Interrogatory 13. This interrogatory relates to

operating plans for the Point Pleasant intake and Bradshaw
Reservoir. In view of the qualification contained in

Del-Aware's discussion of this interrogatory in its motion,
it appears that there is no disagreement with the partial
objection raised by Applicant as to " proposed releases to
the Perkiomen Creek. " As noted in Applicant's Objections,
Contention V-16b, the only one of possible relevance,

pertains solely to seepage from the Bradshaw Reservoir and

has nothing to do with releases to the Perkiomen Creek.

19/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 12.

M/ Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 2.
!

l

i

,
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Accordingly, any plans for operating the Bradshaw Reservoir

are irrelevant insofar as they pertain to such releases b

Interrogatories 17(a) and (b). In its Objections,

Applicant explained why these interrogatories, which pertain

to the necessity of discharge permits under the Clean Water

Act, are clearly irrelevant to any of the three admitted

contentions. Del-Aware has sought by other interrogatories,

requests for production of documents and in depositions to

discover information relating to the operation of the intake

structure. Applicant, of course, has provided such

information as relevant to the issue of operational impacts

upon possible fish population as well as boating and

recreational activities in the area.

However, whether or not the design and construction of

the intake structure components also satisfy the "best

available technology" requirements of Section 316(b) of the

Clean Water Act is not for the Licensing Board to determine.

Rather, the Board must determine, within the bounds of the

three admitted contentions it has allowed, whetherj

environmental impacts have been properly considered under

NEPA, a totally different statute. Del-Aware can develop a

full record on the design and structure of the intake

21/ As Del-Aware concedes in stating the obvious, "the
reservoir cannot discharge flows that have not been;

diverted to it." Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 13.;~
Therefore, information as to discharges from the
Bradshaw Reservoir into the Perkiomen Creek cannot
possibly shed light on the nature of impacts associated
with operation of the intake structure.

I

_ _ , . _ _ _ _ __
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regardless of any subsequent determination, if any,

regarding "best available technology" requirements. Any

determination by EPA or the Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Resources (" DER") acting in its stead under

Section 316(b) is irrelevant, therefore, to any of the

admitted contentions.

In any event, as Applicant informed the Board and

parties in its initial objection to this interrogatory, DER

has determined that no such discharge permit will be

required for the Point Pleasant facilities.

Interrogatory 20. Del-Aware has clarified this

interrogatory to be limited to a request for any evaluations

or reviews by Applicant of information submitted by

Del-Aware or its experts.regarding the admitted contentions. .

The clarification appears to meet Applicant's objection, and

there is apparently no dispute between the parties as to

this interrogatory.

Interrogatory 21. Although Del-Aware has not discussed

this particular interrogatory in its motion, it is listed

among those for which an answer is requested in the motion's

summary. Applicant therefore stands upon its previously

stated objection. In any event, it appears that the

clarification provided by Del-Aware as to Interrogatory 20

may also have resolved any differences as to Interrogatory

21. Applicant will respond to the extent indicated in its

objection to this interrogatory.
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Accordingly, any plans for operating the Bradshaw Reservoir

are irrelevant insofar as they pertain to such releases. 21/
*

Interrogatories 17(a) and (b). In its Objections,

Applicant explained why these interrogatories, which pertain

to the necessity of discharge permits under the Clean Water

Act, are clearly irrelevant to any of the three admitted

contentions. Del-Aware has sought by other interrogatories, - i

requests for production of documents and in depositions to
!

discover information relating to the operation of the intake
>

structure. Applicant, of course, has provided such

information as relevant to the issue of operational impacts

s upon possible fish population as well as boating and

recreational activities in the area.

However, whether or not the design and construction of

the intake structure components also satisfy the "best

available technology" requirements of Section 316(b) of the

Clean Water Act is not for the Licensing Board to determine.

Rather, the Board must determine, within the bounds of the

three admitted contentions it has allowed, whether

i environmental impacts have been properly considered under

NEPA, a totally different statute. Del-Aware can develop a

full record on the design and structure of the intake

i

21/ As Del-Aware concedes in stating the obvious, "the
reservoir cannot discharge flows that have not been
diverted to it." Del-Aware Motion to Compel at 13.
Therefore, information as to discharges from the
Bradshaw Reservoir into the Perkiomen Creek cannot
possibly shed light on the nature of impacts associated :,

with operation of the intake structure.'

i,

t

,
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regardless of any subsequent determination, if any,

regarding "best available technology" requirements. Any

determination by EPA or the Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Resources (" DER") acting in its stead under

Section 316(b) is irrelevant, therefore, to any of the

admitted contentions.

In any event, as Applicant informed the Board and

parties in its initial objection to this interrogatory, DER

has determined that no such discharge permit will be

required for the Point Pleasant facilities.

Interrogatory 20. Del-Aware has clarified this

interrogatory to be limited to a request for any evaluations

or reviews by Applicant of information submitted by

Del-Aware or its experts regarding the admitted contentions.

The clarification appears to meet Applicant's objection, and

there is apparently no dispute between the parties as to

this interrogatory.

Interrogatory 21. Although Del-Aware has not discussed

this particular interrogatory in its motion, it- is listed

among those for which an answer is requested in the motion's

summary. Applicant therefore stands upon its previously

stated objection. In any event, it appears that the

clarification provided by Del-Aware as to Interrogatory 20

may also have resolved any differences as to Interrogatory
i

21. Applicant will respond to the extent indicated in its
|

| objection to this interrogatory.

__ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . - -_ _ _ _ _ __
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Conclusion

For the reasons discussed above, the Licensing Board

should deny the Motion to Compel as seeking information

beyond the scope of the three admitted contentions the Board

has granted Del-Aware and therefore irrelevant. Expansion

of the issues into unauthorized areas will create unavoid-

able delay, contrary to the express desire of the Licensing

Board to conclude this aspect of the proceeding within an

abbreviated schedule. The motion should therefore be denied

in all respects.

Respectfully submitted,

CONNER & WETTERHAHN, P.C.

*
-

-

Troy B. Conner, Jr.
Mark J. Wetterhahn
Robert M. Rader

Counsel for the Applicant

August 12, 1982
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INTRODUCTION .

.

Conditions in the Delaware River Basin have changed substantially over the past two
d: cades. The drought emergency of the mid-1960's and the decision of 1975 not to proceed
at that time with construction of the Tocks Island dam, were major bac'< ground events
giving rise to Commission action in 1973 calling upon the parties to enter into good faith
discussions (page 23).

The recommendations that follow constitute a series of interrelated management steps
designed to respond to changed conditions in the Basin. They are organized around a long-
term salinity standard to be achieved through the development of new reservoir storage and
flow augmentation capacity, water conservation actions, a drought management plan, and
the regulation of new or expanded depletive water uses. Modified conservation releases
from the New York City reservoirs to protect and enhance recreation below the reservoirs
are proposed to be made permanent, but with required reductions during drought periods.

1
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SECTION I
'

.

MANAGEMENT STANDARDS AND CRITERIA

Recommendation 1

The Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan to include a revised salinity-

objective. The amendment should include a set of interim and long-term salinity objectives.
The interim operating obejetive should be to limit salinity to a maximum 30-day average of
130 mg/l of chlorides and a maximum 30-day average of 100 mg/l of sodium at River
Mile 93 (i.e., one mile upstream from the Walt Whitman Bridge). Through a set of step-by-
step actions,' a more protective objective should be established by the year 2000 to limit
salinity to a maximum 30-day average of 150 mg/l of chlorides and a maximum 30-day
average of 33 mg/l of sodium at River Mile 98.

As additional reservoir facilities and storage capacity become available in the Basin -

they should be used both to augment water supply, and to improve environmental conditions,
water quality, and salinity protection. A portion of the new storage capacity recommended ;

in recommendation 5 should be committed to salinity protection. As each unit comes on
line, the operating salinity objective should be revised until the year-2000 coitctive is
reached. Simultaneously, a series of depletive water use allocation budgets should be :,

adopted at each stage. Each budget should be designed to meet the operating salinity !
'

objective with the capacity of the storage facilities then available.

The salinity objective should be periodically reviewed by the Commission in light of
existing conditions and knowledge.

; The parties join in this recommendation, in view of the fact that they are also
committed to the implementation of the depletive water use budget set forth in
recomendation 13, to the implementation of a drought operating formula and conservation
programs, as set forth in recommendations 3, 4,10,11, and 12, and to the development of
projects set forth in recommendations 3,6, and 7.

All of the parties recogni::e the benefits of the salinity standards proposed in
recommendation 1, but New York City abstains from supporting this recommendation
because establishment of sali.e.ity standards is properly a matter for decision by the
Commission. However, the City does agree with the specific drought operating schedules

.

'

set forth in recommendation 3, which will assist in controlling salinity during drought
periods over the course of this agreement.

Recommendation 2

The Basin's water management system should be capable of providing and protecting
reliable water supplies for essential uses during a drought equal in severity to the drought of.
record, which occurred in the period 1961-1967. The Commission should amend the
Comprehensive Plan to include a specific management criterion that the drought of record

.

will be used as the basis for determination and planning of dependable water supply. !

'

1
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SECTION II
'

'

DIVERSIONS, RELEASES AND RESERVOIR *

M ANAGEMENT DURING DROUGHT

Recommendation 3

Pursuant to section 3.3 of the Compact, for purposes of management during a drought,
the Commission should amend the Comprehensive Plan to include a schedule of phased
reductions in diversions, releases, and flow objectives as set forth in Tables i and 2. The
formula is based upon a differentiation between " normal," " drought warning" and " drought"
conditions as defined by the combined storage levels shown on the operation curves for
Cannonsville, Neversink and Pepacton reservoirs (page four). The diversion of the drought
warning zone into upper and lower halves is defined as a physically equal division, or
20 billion gallons in each zone.

TABLE 1

Interstate Operation Formula for Reductions
In Diversions, Releases, and Flow Objectives

During Periods of Drought

Montague Trenton
NYC Storage NYC Div N3 Div Flow Objective Flow Objective

Condition mgd med cfs cfs

Normal 300 100 1750 3000

Upper Half-
Drough: Warning 630 85 1655 2700

Lower Half-
Drought Warning 560 70 1550 2700

Drought 520 65 1100-1650+ 2500-2900* ;

.

Severe Drought (to be negotiated based on conditions)

* Varies with time of year and location of salt front as shown on Table 2.

During drought conditions as defined by the operation curves shown on page four, the
Montague and Trenton flow objectives should vary according to the location of the salt front
(250 mg/l chloride isochlor 7-day average), in accordance with the following table:

-2-



TABLE 2
.

Flow Objectives for Salinity Control
During Drought Periods

,

Seven-day Average
Location of Flow Objective. Cubic Feet Per Second At: '

" Salt Front," Montague, N.J. Trenton. N.J.
River-mile * Dec-Apr May-Aug Sect-Nov Dec-Aor May-Aug Sect-Nov

Upstream of
R.M. 92.5 1600 1650 1650 2700 2900 2900 t

Between R.M. 37.0
and R.M. 92.5 1350 1600 1500 2700 2700 2700

Between R.M. 82.9
and R.M. 37.0 1350 1600 1500 2500 2500 2500

Downstream of
R.M. 82.9 1100 1100 1100 2500 2500 2500

Diversions and releases under this drought operation formula should go into effect
automatically whenever combined storage in the City reservoirs declines below the drought
warning line and remains below that level for five consecutive days. When the combined
storage (including the projected water runoff equivalent of actual snow and ice) reaches a
level 15 billion gallons above the drought warning line, and remains above that level for five
consecutive days, the drought operation formula should automatically terminate and normal

,

operations provided for in the Decree should be resumed.-

Whenever the drought operation formula goes into effect it should be binding on all
parties for not less than ISO days following the triggering of drought warning operations, i

unless terminated automically by improved storage conditions, as noted above. During the :
ISO-day period, the parties will convene no less frequently than once each month to review '

current conditions, and they may extend, modify, or extend as modified the formula
recommended here. If no unanimous agreement as to a continuing crought operation
formula is reached within the 180-day period, all parties shall be released from the terms of
the formula contained in this agreement and may pursue their rights and obligations under j
the Delaware River Basin Compact and the U. S. Supreme Court Decree.

The City of New York joins in recommendation 3 but does not by doing so accept any
general responsibility under the doctrine of equitable apportionment or otherwise to vary
releases from the City's reservoirs in accordance with the location of the salt front.

|

| \

4

|

|
~

!

* Measured in statute miles along the navigation channel from the mouth of Delaware Bay. |
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Recomm:ndation 4

The Commission should develop a plan for coordinated operation of otner existing
impoundments during drought periods to complement the operating formula for the New
York City reservoirs, as outiined above, in order to maintain reliable supplies for essential
uses, to conserve water, and to control salinity.

The plan should include operating criteria for the Beltzville, Blue Marsh, Walter,
Prompton and Neckamixon projects, ano the hydroelectric power reservoirs in the Basin of
the Pennsylvania Power and Light Company and Crange and Rock!and Utilities, Inc.
Criteria for defining a lower Basin drought warning and drought should be prepared and
made part of the plan. The plan should be completed by July 1,1933, and made part of the
Commission's Comprehensive Plan.

SECTION III

WATER STORAGE, WATER SUPPLY AND
FLOW AUGMENTATION PROJECTS

The parties agree that the Basin needs additional flow augmentation facilities if the
region is to grow and the risk of saline contamination in the estuary is to be held within
reasonable bounds. Development of new facilities according to schedules recommended here
will allow the Basin to accommodate to projected demands for new water use and at the
same time realize the year 2000 salinity objective. But achievement of these goals will also
require careful monitoring of increased depletive water use and rigorous application of
censervation measures during drought periods.

Recommendation 5
.

'

It is recommended that the parties individually and collectively endorse and promote
construction or modification of the following projects for water supply, and flow
augmentation for salinity control according to the timetable specified:

- Enlargement of the Francis E. Walter reservoir in Luzerne County, Pennsylvania.
Design studies are currently underway by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Construction should be completed by 1990. Estimated additional yield:
290 cfs.+ The Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan by adding an:'
updated description of the Francis E. Walter project. A proposed revised
Comprehensive Plan description is made part of this report as Appendix A,
page 12.

- Enlargement of the Promoton reservoir in Wayne County, Pennsylvania. Design
studies should be initiated so that the project can be completed by 1995.
Estimated aditional yield: 130 cfs. Pursuant to section 3.3 of the Compact, the
Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan by adding an updated
description of the Prompton project, including the following operating policy
provision:

*This and the following yield figures are initial estimates and subject to change during
engineering design. They are based on complete and uniform drawdown of increased storage
over a 120-day period (115 days for Merrill Creek).

-$-
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(1) When New York City is releasing from its reservoirs by direction of the
River Master to meet Montague flow objectives- -

(a) inflow to Prompton may be passed through the reservoir and released
downstream with no change in the Montague flow objective, or stored
in the reservoir with an equivalent reduction in the Montague flow
objective; and

(b) releases may be made from Prompton storage to meet Trenton flow
requirements, and such releases will not be counted as part of the

,

Montague cbjective. ;

(2) When New York City is not releasing from its reservoirs to meet Montague
flow objectives-

(a) inflow at Prompton may be stored (except for minimum conservation
releases); and

(b) releases may be made from Prompton storage to meet Trenton flow
requirements, and such releases will not be counted as part of the ;
Montague objective. !

A proposed revised Comprehensive Plan description of the Prompton project is
made part of this report as Appendix B, page 14. '

Construction of the Merrill Creek reservoir in Warren County, New Jersey, if I-

determined to be practicable by feasibility and environmental studies, which are
currently underway. Subject to the outcome of these studies, construction
should be completed at the earliest possible date, which is estimated to be 1986.
Estimated additional yield: 200 cfs. Subject to completion of the NEPA process,
the Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan by adding a description of
the Merrill Creek project. A proposed Comprehensive Plan description is made
part of this report as Appendix C, page 16.

Recommendation 6

It is recommended that the State of New York enlarge the Cannonsville reservoir in
Delaware County, New York, if determined to be practicable by feasibility and
environmental studies. Subject to the outcome of these studies construction should be
completed by 1990. The requirements of Section IIIB of the U. S. Supreme Court Decree of

.

1954 relating to excess releases should be waived as to the additional storage included in the ;

Cannonsville modification project. Additional project yield should be used primarily to ;

maintain conservation releases. Secondary purposes should be to support the Montague flow |
objectives and diversions to New York City within the limits of the 1954 U. S. Supreme
Court Decree. The Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan by adding an updated
description of the Cannonsville project. A pro' posed revised Comprehensive Plan description
is made part of this report as Appendix D, page 18.

Recommendation 7

It is recommended that New Jersey undertake a study to examine potential solutions
to the Camden Metropolitan area water supply problems and the related overpumping of the
Raritan-Magothy aquifer system. Alternatives to be explored should include the proposed
conjunctive use of ground and surface water; pumping of ground water from the Cohansey
Sands aquifer; and interconnecticn with and water transfer from the City of Philadelphia.

6-.
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This study should ba completed and an alternative or some combination of al:erna:ives
should be scisc:ed by the end of 1985. The se!ected al:ernativc(s) should be implemen:ec by
1990.

Recommendation 8

I: is recommended tha: the Commission evaluate the recommendation of its ground
water consultants that a field demonstration be made to ga her further physical informa: ion
about :he effects of pumping from glacial alluvium to supplement flow aug=enza.ica
capacity during drought periods.+ Possible development of such new sources of supply
should be considered as a standby alternative, for use in emergency after the year 2000.

Recommendation 9

The parties are agreed that Tocks Island should be held in reserve status for
development after the year 2000 if needed for water supply. The Commission should amend
its Comprehensive Plan by adding an updated description of the Tocks Island project. A
proposed revised Comprehensive Plan description is made part of this report as Appendix E,
page 19.

SECTION IV

CONSERVATION

Conservation during drought periods requires extraordinary measures not justified
under normal hydrologic conditions. In order to protect public health, economic activity and
the environment, conservation of depletive use is of special importance in the Delaware. I:
is the depletive uses of both surface and ground waters that impact quantitatively upon
minimum flows and the Basin's capability to maintain them.

Recommendation 10

Storage conditions in the New York City Delaware Basin reservoirs should be the
principal consideration of the Commission in declaring a basinwide drought emergency under

| the Compact, and the initiation of emergency conservation measures. The operation curves
! shown on page four should be the basis for such a declaration by the Commission based upon

storage conditions. The Commission should include within its Comprehensive Plan a
statement of general policy that a drought emergency will be declared for purposes of
imposing mandatory in-Basin conservation measures whenever combined storage in the three
reservoirs falls into the drought zone shown on the operation curves and remains in tha:
zone for five consecutive days. The statement of policy should also provide that
termination of a drought emergency will be considered by the Commission wheneverI

combined sotrage in the three reservoirs reaches 40 billion gallons above the drought
| warning level and remains above that level for 30 consecutive days, and that the drought

cmergency will be terminated by the Commission whenever the combined storage remains;

above that level for 60 consecutive days unless the Commission unanimously agrees to
'

extend the emergency.

*5pecial Ground Water Study of the Upper Delaware Basin." A draft report prepared for the
Delaware River Basin Commission by R. E. Wright Associates, Inc., March 1982.

-7..



This recommendation is not intended to extend, impair, or conflict witn ,the
Commission's authority under the Compact to declare or terminate a drought or water
shortage emergency in the Basin, or sub-region thereof, in other instances as conditions may
require.

Recommendation 11

The Commission should include within its Comprehensive Plan a statement of general
policy that conservation measures in the Basin designed for implementation during drought
periods shall be based upon the objective of reducing overall depletive use of fresh water by
15 percent.

Recommendation 12

Each State should prepare drought contingency plans for phased implementation during
p;riods of drought warning and drought. Such plans should be coordinated with action by the
Commission in announcing a drought warning and in declaring a drought emergency under
the Compact, and should be designed to achieve a target 15 percent reduction in depletive
use at drought stage. Contingency plans should be completed no later than December 31,
1933, and should include:

Identification of those restrictions on non-essential water uses, such as car-

washing, lawn watering, et cetera, that can be effectively and practically
applied; and outline procedures for coordinated initiation and termination of
public controls over such uses as drought conditions develop and subside.

Contingency plans by large water users that provide for phased reduction of use-

as drought conditions worsen.

Proposed or existing legal authority to establish emergency conservation--

programs with enforcement powers, including fines and penalties.

Effective and timely public information services concerning the drought and the-

necessity for conservation by all classes of water users.

If adequate legal authority does not exist to implement contingency plans, including
the foregoing features, the parties should seek such authority prior to December 31,1985.

SECTION V

DEPLETIVE WATER USE BUDGET

Realization of the year-2000 salinity objective recommended in section I of this report
will require that depletive use in the Basin not be allowed to increase in the absence of
offsetting storage capacity sufficient to maintain minimum streamflow objectives. In the
absence of additional storage facilities, new depletive use coupled with increases in existing
dLpletive use will steadily reduce the ability of existing storage facilities to maintain
streamflows needed to realize salinity control objectives. The Basin cannot continue to
authorize new depletive use and at the same time defer actions to create new storage
capacity.

.
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Recomm ndation 13

The Commission shculd develop a regulatory program to limit future depletive water
use in such a av as to balance existing, new, or expanded decletive use with the availaoility
of storage capacity required to meet salinity objectives. The principal features of such a
program snould be:

The control area in which the regulatory program would operate would ce tnat--

area of the basin downstream of the Montague gage and upstream of the
Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.

Water available for allocation to new or expanded depletive uses within the-

control area would be limited to that which is in excess of the flows needed to
maintain the applicable salinity control objective during drought periods.

Applications for new or expanded depletive water uses within the control area-

that would be in excess of the amount available for allocation would not be
approved by the permitting agencies of the States or by the Commission unless
new storage capacity is brought en line or existing uses are proportionately
reduced by conservation or abandonment, or unless such new or expanded uses
are offset by water imported from outside the Basin.

Water available for allocation to new or expanded depletive uses would be-

allocated either among the States in proportion to the percentage of the control
area within each State, or to the common pool for use without regard to political
boundaries.

If the Commissien's regulatory program follows the State-by-State option, water-

available for allocatien to a State would be increased (1) to reflect new storage
capacity constructed and financed by that State, its agencies or subdivisiens, or
(2) to reflect that portion of new storage capacicy constructed or financed by the
Commission in accordance with agreements among the parties for each project.

If the Commission's regulatory program follows the "commen pcoi" option, '
-.

allocations to the pool would be increased as new storage units are constructed
and water becomes available for new or expanded uses in accordance with
existing State and Commissien permitting programs.

!

! A depletive water use budget should be adopted and implemented by the Commission
no later than 1985.

SECTION VI

| CONSERVATION RELEASES

| NEW YORK CITY RESERVOIRS
'

Table 3 shows the program of augmented conservation releases from the New York
City Delaware Basin reservoirs that has been in effect since 1977 on an experimental basis.
The purpose of the releases is to protect and enhance the recreational use of waters
affected by such releases.

|
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TABLE 3 .

Basic Augmented
Reservoir and Conservation Conservation

Operative Dates Release Release
t

Neversink
4/l 4/7 5 cfs 45 cfs-

4/3 10 / 31 15 45-

11 / 1 3 / 31 5 25-

,

Pcpacton
4 /1 4/7 6 70-

4/3 10 / 31 19 70-
,

11 / 1 3 / 31 6 50-

?

.

Cannonsville
4/1 4/15 3 45-

4 / 16 - 6 / 14 23 45
,

6 / 13 - 3 / 15 23 325
3 / 16 - 10 / 31 23 45

11 / 1 11 / 30 23 33-

12 / 1 3 / 31 3 33-

.

Recommendation 14

The Commission should amend docket D-77-20, as necessary to authorize on a
permanent basis the augmented conservation release schedules at the three reservoirs, as
shown in Table 3. The revised docket, a draft of which is attached as Appendix F, page 21,
should reflect the following conditions:

An additional quantity of water up to 6000 cfs-days should be provided for the-

relief of thermal stress on aquatic life in the river downstream of the reservoirs
and on the mainstem of the Delaware River, designed to prevent to the extent
practicable, any water temperature higher than 750F or daily average water
temperature higher than 720F in the designated downstream areas as determined
from measurements at Callicoon, Harvard, Woodbourne, and Hale Eddy gaging
sites during the period May 1 to October 31, inciusive. Releases for this purpose
should be at the direction of the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation. In order to conserve available water in storage, no thermal stress
releases should be made when the reservoirs are in drought warning or drought
condition.

Whenever combined water storage conditions in the three reservoirs decline to-

drought warning or drought levels, as shown on the operation curves (page four),
the augmented conservation releases should be reduced to the basic rate in
effect prior to 1977 for each reservoir, except that larger volumes of water
would be released during those periods when the River Master is directing
releases to meet the Montague flow objectives. This reduction would be for the
purpose of conserving available water in the reservoirs.

Conservation releases should be returned to normal augmented levels when-

combined storage in the three reservoirs reaches 25 billion gallons above the
drought warning level, as shown on the operation curves (page four), and remains
at or above that level for 15 consecutive days.

.

-10-
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Increasss in the augmcnted cons:rvation releasa levels should be made only in-

accordance with the allowances provided for in the Stipulation of Discontinuance
in The City of New York vs The State of New York Decartment of
Environmental Conservation, index No. 3840-80, and shoulc ce sucJect to
approval by the Commission.

.

SECTION VII

ENFORCEMENT

This agreement is considered by the parties to be a whole. Each recommendation of
this agreement is considered material to the entire agreement, and failure to implement or
adhere to any recommendation may be considered a material breach.

:

(
|
.

I
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APPENDIX A
.

Proposed Revised Comprehensive Plan
Description of Francis E. Walter Project

.

D:scription

The Francis E. Walter project, completed in 1961 as a single-purpose flood control
project (with incidental recreation use), will be modified for multiple-purpose deve!cpment
to provide supplies of water and recreational use, as well as the presently authorized flood
control. The earth and rock fill dam is located on the Lehigh River 77 miles above its
confluence with the Delaware River and about 5 miles north of White Haven, Pennsylvania.
At this location the dam controls 233 square miles of drainage area.

The modifications to the existing dam, as originally proposed by the Corps of
Engineers to make it serviceable for long-term storage in addition to the present flood
control storage involve:

(i) Moving and raising the spillway crest.

(2) Raising the dam.

(3) Adding a concrete conduit to the downstream end of the outlet tunnel.

(4) Constructing new dikes and raising existing dikes north of the dam.

(5) Clearing of reservoir land and relocating roads subject to inundation.

The modified dam will rise about 263 feet above the stream bed and have a length of
about 3,500 feet. The spillway will be raised 31 feet and cut through rock to the north of
the dam, and farther north a dike will fill a swale in the reservoir rim. Multi-level outlet
works will be provided in the new project. The reservoir for long-term storage of
69,500 acre-feet of water would have a maximum depth of about 135 feet and would extend
about 7.0 miles up the Lehigh River and about 4.0 miles up Bear Creek from the dam.
Modification of this reservoir will necessitate the purchase of land to be inundated on which;

flood easements have already been taken and require the acquisition of additional flood
| easements at high elevations. No economically valuable mineral deposits would be flooded.
'

Relocation of about five miles of Bear Creek Road would be required.

i Functions

Supplies of Water. The modified project will augment the flow of the Delaware River
at Trenton by 290 cfs on the basis of complete and uniform drawdown of flow augmentation
storage (69,500 acre-fet) over a 120-day period.

Reduction of Flood Damages. The 103,000 acre-feet of existing short-term storage is
effective in alleviating flooding in the upper reach of the Lehigh River, where damage is
confined, primarily, to the Towns of Jim Thorpe, Lehighton, Weissport, Parryville,
Palmerton, and Bowmanstown, Pennsylvania. Damage centers in the reach from Lehigh Cap
to Allentown, Pennsylvania, include industrial and residential areas located in the vicinity of
the towns of Northampton, Hokendauqua, Catasauqua, Allentown, Bethlehem, Freemansburg
and Easton, Pennsylvania. The flood control storage will be preserved as previously
authorized, and flood reduction benefits will be unaffected by the modifications.
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Recrtatien. The modificd Francis E. Walter project will provide for public owncrship .

of the' desirable shore area and provide space for development of recreation sites. -

Operation of the project will consider the downstream flow requirements for stream
fisheries and the management of the impoundment for lake fisheries.

- Schedule ,,

Modification of the existing Francis E. Walter project is scheduled to be completed by
1990.
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APPENDIX B

Proposed Revised Comprehensive Plan
Description of Prompton Project

Description

The Prompton project, a single-purpose flood control project (with incicential
recreation use) completed in 1960, will be modified for multiple-purpose use to provide
supplies of water and recreation benefits as well as the presently designed flood control
function. The Prompton dam is located in the valley of the Lackawaxen River about one-
half mile upstream of the confluence of Waymart Branch with the river, and about four
miles west of Honesdale, Pennsylvania. The present dam controls 60 square miles of
drainage area, and is 1,300 feet long and 140 feet high.

The long-term storage and operation for multiple-purposes will require the following
additions or modifications to the existing structures:

(1) A control tower with gates to control releases from the reservoir and a
service bridge.

(2) A blanket of impervious material on the valley wall and floor upstream of
the dam. -

(3) Widening of the spillway.

(4) Clearing of reservoir land and relocating roads subject to inundation.

The reservoir to be created by long-term storage will extend about 4.4 miles upstream
of the dam.

Functions

Supplies of Water. The modified project will augment the flow of the Delaware River
aj: Trenton,by 130 cfs on the basis of complete and uniform drawdown of flow augmentation
store;e (30,900 acre-feet) over a 120-day period.

:

Reduction of Flood Damage. Flood heights on the Lackawaxen River are substantially
reduced by the existing ficed control storage of the Prompton project and the Edgar Jadwin
dam and reservoir on Dyberry Creek, above Honesdale, Pennsylvania. The towns of
Honesdale, located at the confluence of Dyberry Creek with the Lackawaxen River, and
Ha'wley, located between the junctions of Middle Creek and Wallenpaupack Creek with the
Lackawaxen River, and several villages and townships located on the lower reaches of the
Lackawaxen River are protected. Conversion of the Prompton dam and reservoir to a
multiple-purpose development will preserve the flood control function of this project as
originally authorized, and flood reduction benefits will be unaffected by the proposed
modification.

Recreation. Due to the lack of suitable terrain, recreation potential at this project is
limited. However, lands suitable for day-use recreation may be included in the plan of
improvement. Operation of the project will consider the downstream flow requirements for
stream fisheries and the management of the impoundment for lake fisheries as a coordinated,

element for full realization of the recreational potential of the project.
,
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Operating Policy

Releases from the project shall be coordinated with releases from the New York City
reservoirs and accounted for at the Montague gaging station in accordance with the
following policy:

(1) When New York City is releasing from its reservoirs by direction of the
River Master to meet Montague flow objectives-

(a) inflow to Prompton may be passed through the reservoir and released
downstream with no change in the Montague flow objective, or stored
in the reservoir with an equivalent reduction in the Montague flow
objective;

(b) releases may be made from Prompton storage to meet Trenton flow
requirements, and such releases will not be counted as part of the
Montague objective.

(2) When New York City is not releasing from its reservoirs to meet Montague
flow objectives-

(a) inflow at Prompton may be stored (except for minimum conservation
releases);

(b) releases may be made from Prompton surage to meet Trenton flow
requirements, and such releases will not be counted as part of the
Montague objective.

Schedule

Modification of the existing Prompton project is to be completed by 1995.
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APPENDIX C
.

Proposed Comprehensive Plan
Description of Merrill Creek Project

Location

Merrill Creek Reservoir would be located on a tributary of Pohatcong Creek in
Harmony Township, Warren County, New Jersey. The site, which includes an existing small
dam and reservoir, is approximately 5.2 miles east-northeast of Phillipsburg, New Jersey.
Merrill Creek begins on a small plateau about 1,200 feet above sea level some 3 miles east
of the Delaware River. It flows in a southerly direction through a valley to a small existing
reservoir. The channel narrows considerably below the existing reservoir and passes through
a gap in Scotts Mountain about one mile long. Merrill Creek then enters the Pohatcong
Valley and joins Pohatcong Creek four miles south of the existing dam. The stream north of
the existing reservoir is 4.3 miles in length and has a drainage area of 3.1 square miles.

To create Merrill Creek Reservoir, a dam would be constructed in the Scotts Mountain
gap just downstream of the existing dam. The drainage area above the new dam would be
3.2 square miles.

Functions

The primary function of the Merrill Creek project would be to replace water that is
consumptively used by electric generating stations in the Basin, as required by the
Commission. During severe drought periods, releases to i." Delaware River would be made
for this purpose. The project would also provide incidental recreation benefits, and. a
recreation area is planned for the northeast side of the reservoir. Floodwaters from the
upper 3.2 square miles of the Merrill Creek drainage area would be contained in the
reservoir. Flood peaks at the Route 57 crossing of Merrill Creek would be reduced by
70 percent, and at the Strawchurch Road crossing by 30 percent.

Description .

The project layout is based on facilities necessary to obtain reservoir storage required
for a yield of 200 cfs during critical drought periods, and provide for safe operation of the
project under all conditions. The layout incNdes the main dam, saddle dikes, relief spillway,
and construction diversion and conservation outlet. As natural runoff from Merrill Creek is
inadequate to refill the reservoir (drainage area 3.2 square miles), a tunnel / pipeline, an
inlet / outlet tower, a one-way surge tank and a pumphouse at the Delaware River are
provided to insure filling under all hydrologic conditions.

The reservoir is to be formed by placing a compacted earth and rock-fill dam across
the Scotts Mountain gap. The maximum height of the main dam is approximately 260 feet.
The embankment is approximately 2,450 feet in length along the crest. The width at the
crest is 30 feet. Three saddle dikes, two on the northwest side and one on the southeast side
are needed to seal off low areas along the reservoir rim.

The probable maximum flood (PMF) can be stored in the reservoir above elevation
923.0 above mean sea level, the design oeprating level. In the unlikely event of additional
inflow into .he reservoir and that discharge through the tunnel / pipeline cannot be
implemented, a relief spillway excavated in rock is to be provided to release excess water to
Lopatcong Creek. The relief spillway willhavea length of approximately 400 feet along the
crest at elevation 929.0 on the reservoir upstream side, sloping down to elevation 923.0 a
distance of 600 feet to the downstream end.
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The inlet / outlet tower, having a hoist house at the top, is to be constructed at the
upper end of the tunnel / pipeline running between the resnrvoir and the Delaware River to
house piping, valves, and necessary equipment to acmit and release required flows. This
reinforced concrete sloping structure is to be located along the northwest rim of the
reservoir near Northwest Saddle Dike 1, some 5,000 feet upstream of the main dam. This
location will minimize the !ength of required tunnel through Scotts Mountain, which
connects the tower to the pipeline.

The inlet / outlet tower will be approximately 300 feet long and will contain multiple
inlet / outlet ports. Each port will be at a different level so that water can be released from
that reservoir level at which water temperature and quality most nearly match that of the
Delaware River. The hoist house is to contain all necessary controls for operation of the
valves, other ancillary equipment, and water quality monitoring devices. The inlet / outlet
tower will be unmanned except for maintenance purposes, but will be provided with a
sccurity system.

The existing Merrill Creek channel has insufficient capacity to carry all the released
flows to the Delaware River. Therefore, a separate conduit is required to carry water
between the reservoir and the river. Since a pipeline is also needed to carry the water
pumped from the river to the reservoir, a single conduit to serve both purposes is provided.

The inlet / outlet tower is to be connected to the pumphouse by approximately
17,000 feet of pipeline,1,400 feet of which will be installed in a tunnel. The tunnel will
have a finished dimension of 96 inches. The pipe will have a diameter of 57 inches, and
except in the tunnel, will be buried a minimum of six feet below the ground surface. The
conduit is sized to carry the design pumping rate of 145 cfs to the reservoir and 200 cfs flow
from the reservoir back to the river. A one-way surge tank will be installed along the
pipeline route to prevent water column separation in thepipelinefollowing motor-pump
failure.

A pumphouse to enclose equipment needed to refill the reservoir will be located on the
Delaware River (R.M.192) near Keifer Island. The equipment will have the capacity,
utilizing two pumps, to transmit water at the design pumping rate of 145 cfs from the river <

to Merrill Creek reservoir. Three pumps with electric motors will be provided, one as a :
stand-by. Each pump is equipped with shut-off and control valves. The pumphouse will have
an ice barrier and fixed screens to prevent ice, fish and debris from entering the pump well.
Ad5 cent to the pump chambers, energy dissipator chambers will be in operation during the
re4 ease of water from the reservoir to the river. The manifold at the end of the water
c mduit is provided with two sleeve valves, which will control discharge of water to energy
nissipating sumps. The sumps, in turn, release the water to the river through overflow
weirs.

.

The gas pipeline that crosses the west edge of the reservoir will be relocated.
Relocation will be coordinated with the pipeline owners.

Existing public access to the area will be maintained to the greatest extent feasible.
The secondary road through the valley from Route 57 may be terminated near the dam site.
Secondary roads from Phillip: burg and Harmony may be connected by a new secondary road
along the west ridge of the reservoir. Relocation and termination of these roads will be
subject to review and approval of local officials.

.

Schedule

The Merrill Creek project is scheduled to be completed by 1986.
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APPENDIX D
'

Proposed Revised Comprehensive Plan
Description of Cannonsville Project

Cannonsville reservoir, part of the water supply system of the City of New York, is
located on the West Branch of the Delaware River in Delaware County, New York, about
four miles upstream of the Village of Deposit. It was financed and constructed by the City
of New York and placed in operation in 1967.

Cannonsville dam is approximately 2,300 feet long (at the top) with a maximum height
of about 175 feet above the original river channel. It has a top width of about 45 feet and is
og the compacted (rolled) earth type. At its northerly contact with the valley wall there is a
spillway. Spillage is directed into a channel, through a stilling basin, and into an outlet
channel that guides the flow into the West Branch of the Delaware River.

Cannonsville reservoir covers roughly 4,300 acres at flow line elevation 1150 feet
above mean sea level with a capacity above sin elevation 1027.5 of some 97 billion gallons,
and impounds the runoff from a watershed of about 450 square miles. The yield therefrom is
used for supplying water to the City of New York, for conservation releases to the West
Branch Delaware River, and, together with releases obtainable from the Neversink and
Pepacton reservoirs, for meeting the Montague formula of the Supreme Court Decree of
1954

Cannonsville reservoir will be investigated for modification to increase the storage as
described generally in a report of the Temporary Commission on the Water Supply Needs of
Southeastern New York (Dec. 15, 1973). The reservoir level would be increased by the
installation of gates in the existing spillway,-if determined practicable by feasibility and
environmental impact studies, which should be completed at the earliest possible date.
Subject to the outcome of these studies construction should be completed by 1990.

Modification of Cannonsville would add approximately 13 billion gallons of additional
| storage cap.acity. Additional project yield would be used primarily to maintain conservation
'

releases. Secondary purposes would be to support Montague flow objectives and diversions
to New York City within the limits of the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court Decree.

1

|
|

|

I

|
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APPENDIX E
*

Proposed Revised Comprehensive Plan
Description of Tocks Island

DIscription ;

The Tocks Island project would be for multiple-purpose development to provide water
; supplies, flood control, electric power, and recreation. The dam site is on the Delaware

River about five miles upstream from the Delaware Water Gap, at the upstream end of;

iTocks Island. The contributing drainage area is 2,912 square miles, exclusive of 915 square
miles that contribute to the Neversink, Pepacton, and Cannonsville reservoirs of the City of
New York. The dam would contain about three and one-half million cubic yards of earth and
rock, would be 3,000 feet long, and would rise 160 feet above the river bed to elevation 455.
Consideration would be given to the development of hydroelectric power including pumped
storage. Storage allocations, as determined from studies by the Corps of Engineers, indicate
96,300 acre-feet of inactive long-term storage to elevation 356; 425,600 acre-feet of active

j

!cng-term storage for supplies of water, power, recreation, and other uses to elevation 410; _|,

and 323,500 acre-feet of short-term storage for flood control to elevation 332. The
reservoir would extend approximately nine miles up Flat Brook and 37 miles up the Delaware
River to Por: Jervis, New York. It would necessitate the relocation of affected coacs and
Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area facilities. The Town of Matamoras, *

Pennsylvania, at the upper end of the reservoir would be protected by a dike. The 37-mile
section of the Delaware River that would be covered by the reservoir is a component of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.!

t

! Functions

Supplies of Water. Use of 425,600 acre-feet of active long-term storage a: Tocks
Island project would augment the flow of the Delaware River at Trenton by 1790 cfs on the,

I basis of complete and uniform drawdown of flow augmentation storage over a 120-day
period. Net yield at the site on a year-round basis would be about 980 cfs.

Reduction of Flood Damage. The 1955 flood damages in the reach from Tocks Island
to Burlington, New Jersey, exceeded 35 percent of the total damages for the mainstem of
the Delaware River, and occurred principally at the damage centers of Easton, Riegelsville, '

New Hope, and Yardley, Pennsylvania; and Belvidere, Phillipsburg, Trenton, and Burling:en,
New Jersey. Dmaages in this reach would be substantially reduced by system operation of
the flood-control storage at Tocks Island with other projects in the Comprehensive Plan; the
stage of the 1955 ficod at Trenton would be reduced by six feet.

.

'

Power. The Tocks Island project was originally considered for a conventional
hydropower installation of 46,000 kilowatts, a dependable capacity of 20,000 kilowatts, and !
an average production of 231.5 million kilowatt-hours. Reevaluation of conventional and ,

| pumped-storage power schemes resulted in deletion of the conventional hydropower !

| installation from the Comprehensive Plan. In light of current and future uncertainties '

| regarding energy supplies, a full reevaluation of power would be called for when the project
'

is reconsidered after the year 2000. j

Recreation. Recreation capacity and facilities of the existing Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area, developed under P1. 39-158, would be altered to an extent to be
datermined by future studies. Reservoir operation would consider fisheries within the i
impoundment and downstream of the dam. Passage for anadromous fisheries would be
provided and consideration given to additional flow augmentation from this project in

|
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October and November for moving fish population through tho zone of low dissolved oxygcn
in the estuary.

.

.

Schedule

The Tocks Island project is placed in reserve for development when needed after the
year 2000.

.

$

s.
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DRAFT APPENDIX F

DOCKET NO. D-77-20 CP (REVISED)

DELAWARE RIVER BASIN COMMISSION
.

MODIFICATION TO THE RELEASE SCHEDULES FROM
CANNONSVILLE, PEPACTON, AND NEVERSINK RESERVOIRS

DELAWARE AND SULLIVAN COUNTIES, NEW YORK

Proceedings

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC) adopted
regulations in 1977 to modify the schedule of conservation releases from Cannonsville,
Pepacton, and Neversink Reservoirs. The regulations provided for the new schedule of
releases to be tried on a limited experimental basis.

The Delaware River Basin Commission (DRBC) approved the experimental release
program on May 25,1977, by Docket decision D-77-20 and extended that approval through
May 31,1983, by Resolution 82-7. Docket decision D-77-20 also directed the parties to the
1954 Decree to develop criteria defining the onset and stages of drought emergencies.

NYDEC proposes to amend the experimental regulations by removing the automatic
termination date, deleting the relationship to the " excess quantity" as established by the
U. S. Supreme Court Decree (347 U. S. 995 (1954)) and limiting releases according to a
reservoir storage curve in time of drought warning and drought.

Research findings and comments from fishermen and recreationists indicate that the
program has had a beneficial effect. The DRBC held a hearing on May 23,1980, on the
amended release regulations and a proposal that the Commission's approval of the schedule
of augmented releases be made permanent.

Reservoir Release Program

A. New Conservation Releases

In place of the previous New York City schedule of conservation releases, a new
conservation release schedule on a year-round basis has been tried as an experimental
program and is proposed to be continued on a permanent basis. Under this schedule,
the minimum releases from Cannonsville, Pepacton, and Neversink Reservoirs will be

; as follows:

April 1 - June 14 June 15 - Nov.1 -
Aug.16 - Oct. 31 Aug.15 March 31

Neversink 45 cis* 45 cis 25 cfs
Pcpacton 70 70 50
Cannonsville 45 325 33

'

160 cis 440 cis 108 cis

* cubic feet per second

These total conservation releases break down as follows:

-21-
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TABLE 1 .
,

.

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
Proposed

Basic Augmented Total New
Reservoir and Conservation Conservation Conservation
Operative Dates Release Release = Release-

Neversink
4/1 4/7 5 cfs 40 cis 45 cfs-

4/3 - 10 / 31 15 30 45
11 / 1 3 / 31 5 20 25-

Pcpacton
4/1 4/7 6 64 70-

4/3 - 10 / 31 19 51 70
11 / 1 3 / 31 6 44 50-

Cannonsville
4 /1 4/15 3 37 45-

4 / 16 - 6 / 14 23 22 45
6 / 15 - 3 / 15 23 302 325
3 / 16 - 10 / 31 23 22 45

11 /1 - 11 / 30 23 10 33
12 /1 3 / 31 3 25 33-

B. Basic Montague Release

At all times, New York City would be required to make such releases as directed
by the River Master designed to maintain a minimum basic flow of 1750 cfs at the Montague '

gaging station, or the excess release rate during the seasonal period, as already required by
the Decree.

.

C. Special Thermal Stress Releases

; Special releases may be made from one or more of the reservoirs in order to
relieve thermal stress conditions which pose a threat to fisheries. The total volume of such'

releases shall not exceed 6,000 cfs-days from all reservoirs. Thermal releases, with a one-
day lead time, would be made whenever the maximum water temperature in designated ,

downstream areas as determined from measurements at Callicoon, Harvard,Woodbourne, or
Hale Eddy is projected to exceed a maximum of 750F, or a 720F daily average. If the
6,000 cfs-days reserve is not used by October 31 of any year it will not be used thereafter.
No releases for relieving thermal stress would be required from November 1 to April 30 of ;
any year. Releases for purposes of relleving thermal stress shall be at the direction of
NYDEC.

D. Drought Warning and Drought Conditions i

The augmented conservation release will be reduced to the basic conservation
release (shown in Table 1) during drought warning and drought periods as defined by the
attached reservoir storage curves marked " Appendix A - Operation Curves for Cannonsville,
Pepacton, and Neversink Reservoirs" except that when the Delaware River Master directs
releases according to the provisions in the 1954 U. S. Supreme Court Decree, New York City
shall make such releases from Cannonsville, Pepacton, and Neversink Reservoirs as are

-22-
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necessary and sufficient to maintain the constant minimum flows specified in "A" above on
the, West Branch Delaware River, East Branch Delaware River, and the Neversink River, and
provided that the total amount of water released from the three reservoirs does not exceed
the amount directed by the Delaware River Niaster. If the amount of direc:ec releases by
the River Niaster is not sufficient to maintain the augmented releases from all three
reservoirs, the releases from each reservoir will be determined at the discretion of NYDEC
and New York City - Department of Environmental Resources (NYC - DEP).

Conservation releases shall be returned to normal augmented levels following a
drought. Return to normal augmented levels shall not be made unless and un:11 combined
storage in the three reservoirs reaches 25 billion gallons above the drought warning level, as
shown by storage curves in Appendix A, and remains at or above that levei for
15 consecutive days.

Findings

The NYDEC's Amended Part 671 Regulations entitled, Reservoir Release Resulations:
Cannonsville. Pecacion, and Neversink Reservoirs adopted Niay 2,1980, are consistent witn
this proposed action.

The Atenitoring and Evaluation Program during the experimental reservoir re! ease
period has been reported in two performance reports by NYDEC. One for the year July 1,
1977, through June 30,1973, and a second for the July 1,1973 through December 31, 1979
period. These evaluations indicate that the conservation release program has been very
effective and beneficial and should be continued. The report includes an estimate that an
additional 52,500 - 65,500 angler-trips annually could result from the release program. The
economic value of these additional angler trips could range from $1,650,000 to $2,066,000
annually.

The project does not conflict with nor adversely affect the Comprehensive Plan. It
provides beneficial use of the water resources and does not adversely influence the present
or future use and development of the water resources of the Basin.

Decision

I. The project, as describe,d above, with modifications specified hereinafter, is
hereby added to the Comprehensive Plan.

II. The project is approved pursuant to Sectino 3.3 of the Compact, subjec: to the
following conditions:i

a. Approval is subject to alleenditiensimposed by NYDEC.

b. Monthly summaries of reservoir operations submitted by NYC-DEP to
NYDEC shall also be submitted to the DRBC.

! c. Detailed operational records of each reservoir, maintained by both the City
and State Reservoir Release Managers, shall be available to the DRBC upon request.

d. The provisions of the reservoir release program approved herein shall not
be applicable to any action taken by NYC-DEP or NYDEC with regard to the operation of
the Cannonsville, Pepacion, or Neversink Reservoirs in any emergency situation where there
is a threat to the continued existence or safe operation of the dams or tunnels or to any
appurtenant structures or to the public health or safety. Any emergnecy action shall
continue only for such time as is necessary to avert the threat and is subject to the approval
of the Executive Director of the DRBC.
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Increas:s in the augmtnted conservation relcase 1,evels may not be madoe.
except in accordance with the allowances provided for in the Stipulation of Discontinuance
in The City of New York vs The State of New York Decartment of Environmental
Conservation, Incex No. 3340-80, and snail be suoject to approval by tne DRSC.

f. Releas under emergency conditions. The Commission retains its power
under Section 3.3(a) and Article 10 of the Compact to declare a drought emergency after
consultation with the River Master, in order to conserve the waters in the Delaware River
and its tributaries and in the reservoirs of the Upper Delaware River Basin, in order to
protect water supply, health, and safety of the residents of the Delaware River Basin and its
sqrvice area. The River Master retains all of his powers under the Decree including the
powers under Article VII, B.1 of the 1954 Decree to conserve the waters in the river, its
tributaries, and in reservoirs owned by the City of New York, or in reservoirs developed by
other parties to the Decree after 1954.

BY THE COMMISSION

DATED:

.

e
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APPENDIX G

RESOLUTION No. 73-20.

.

BE IT RESOLVED by the Delaware River Basin Commission:

1. The Commission invites each of the parties to the 1954 supre=e Court Decree in
tneir individual capacities to enter into serious good faith discussions to establish the
arrangements, procedures, and criteria for management of the waters of the Delaware Basin
consistent with the Compact.

The Commission also invites the participation or assistance of the Uni:ed States
to the extent it shall be requested by the parties.

2. To assist the parties, the Commission staff shall provide technical information as
requested by the parties.

3. The Commission urges the parties to undertake these discussions promptly with
the view of concluding by October 1,1979, unless extended by the agreement of the parties.
At the conclusion of the discussions, the Commission invites the parties to submi: any
agreement reached to the Commission for approval pursuant to the Compact.

4 The Commission requests the chief executive and legal officers of the respective
parties to the 1954 Decree to exchange letters agreeing to enter into good faith discussions
consisten with this Resolution by December 31,1973.

5. Each of the parties participating in these discussions preserves any rights, claims
or defenses which exist as of the date of this Resolution. This Resolution shall not be
cGemed an action which shall alter, impair, diminish or adversely affect the rights, powers,
privileges, conditions or obligations contained in the Compact or 1954 Decree.

Signed /
Sherman W. Tribbitt, Chairman pro tem

4

.

Signed /
W. Brinton Whitall, Secretary

ADOPTED: December 13, 1978
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INTRODUCTION ,

,

The parties to the U. S. Supreme Cour: Decree of 1954 are :he S:a:es of New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware, and the City of New York. Representatives of
these parties have submitted recommendations to :he Delaware River Basin Commission
pursuant to Commission Resolution 73-20 calling upon the parties "to enter into sericus good
faith discussions to establish the arrangements, precedures and criteria for managemen: of
tne wa:ers of the Delaware Basin consistent with the Compact." The recommendations :ha:
have been proposed have come to be known as :he "gcod fai:n" agreement among :he
parties.

This recor: presents selected factual and interpretive materiais rela:Ing to each
recommendation an:1 a brief summary of significant background events leading up :o the
action of the Commission calling upon the parties to enter into good faith ciscussions. I: !s
intended to provide an explanatory contex: for the recommendations that have been
proposed by the parties.

-
.
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BACKGROUND OF NEGOTIATIONS,

In the broades sense it can be said that the good faith discussions arose from de
uncer:ainties of changing circumstance. Water management in the Delaware Basin is
subjec: :o dynamic forces, and events move as inexorably as the river itself. The amended
U. S. Supreme Cour: Decree apportioning the waters of the upper Delaware is almos:
30 years old. Two decades have passed since the Commission adopted i:s initial
Comprehensive Plan. Over :hese years two serious droughts have ou:da:ed some earlier
:ecnnical assumptions. New knowledge and data analysis made pessible by high-speed
computers have become available. Changed public opinion has al:ered old priorities and the
requirements of political consensus. There has been increased water use in the Basin Sta:es.
Mindful of its obligation under de Compac: "to promote interstate comity and remove
causes of present and future controversy," the Commission has responded to these changed
conditions by supporting negetiations among the parties.

Within this generalized background :hree interrelated events warrant particular
explanation as important determinants of the good faith discussions: recent croughts, the
Tocks Island decision, and the Level B Study.

Drought

The amended Supreme Court Decree 1/ set the ground rules for diversions of water
from the upper Delaware by New York City, and the compensating downstream releases to
the Delaware that the City must make from the three reservoirs it buil and paid for:
Neversink, Cannonsville and Pepacton. In return for the right to diver 300 mgd, the City
must provide releases designed to =ainuin a minimum flow in the Delaware of 1750 cfs
measured at Montague, New Jersey.

The City's Delaware reservoir system proved physically unable to meet the full
diversion and flow objectives at Montague under the drought conditions that occurred in :ne
1961-67 period. A similar, but less drastic, shortfall was experienced in :he 1980-81
drought. Reservoir yield studies following the 1960's drought concluded tha: the combined
safe yield from the City's Delaware system was 40 percent less than previously estimated.2.,/
In this fact is the issue drawn. Reduce diversions to the City? Reduce releases downstream
to the Delaware? Reduce both in equal measure? For the City, the :hree Delaware
reservoirs prodide about 39 percent of its total system safe yield without pumping and abou:
50 percen: of the water supply during normal hydrologic conditions. For the Delaware Sasin
itself, :he same reservoirs provide abou 90 percent of available reservoir storage, and
releases from them have accounted for as much as one-half of the flow at Tren:on during
drought periods.

In 1977, the Commission undertook review of a proposal by the State of New York :o
require the City of New York to increase theconservaricnreleases from its reservoirs in,

ceder to im the fisheries resources and recreational opportunities below the| reservoirs.3,/ proveA task force was again set up by the Commission and its assignment included,

1/ New Jersey v. New York, 337 U. S. 995 (1954).

2/ " Report of the Coordinating Committee for the Reappraisal of the Wa:er Supply
Rcsources of the Delaware River Basin ~ and Service Area," Delaware River Basin

| Commission, March 7,1969. Original computation of revised yield appeared in "Repor: to
| the Delaware River Master of the Delaware River, for the Period December l,1966 to

November 30, 1967," Washington, D. C., June 1968.

3/ Commission Docket D-77-20, May 25,1977.
u
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among other things, consideration of drought emergency criteria and conscrvation measures, .
The report 1/ of the task group two years later provided an important technical background
for the good faitn discussions and for many of the management decisions made during the
1930-81 drought.

Thus it can be seen that for more than a decade it has been recognized that some way '

must be found to accommodate the impact of severe droughts upon the operation of the
upper Delaware reservoirs under the Supreme Court Decree. The good faith discussions have
benefited from previous awareness of this problem, and the results of earlier technical
studies. A formula for operation of the reservoirs during drought periods is proposed by the
parties in Recommendation 3.,

j Tocks Island Decision

Proposals to build storage dams across the mainstem of the Delaware River go back
more than half a century. An impoundment at Tocks Island was included in a report to the
Congress by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1933. Mainstem impoundments at
Wallpack Bend (PA-NJ) and Barryville (NY) were major components in an interstate water .

supply plan recommended by the Interstate Commission on the Delaware in 1950.
Construction of a dam at the Wallpack Bend site was an aspect of the interstate agreements
made in connection with the 1954 Supreme Court Decree. The Corps of Engineers again
recommended Tocks Island in its survey of the Delaware following the major floods of 1955,
and the project was authorized by Congress in 1962. In the same year it was included in the
Commission's Comprehensive Plan with unanimous support of the four Basin States and the
Federal government. Scheduled by the Commission to be in operation no later than 1975,
Tocks Island was then seen as the keystone reservoir in the water resource management plan
for the Delaware Basin.

Tocks Island enjoyed widespread public support and official endorsement throughout
the 1960's. By the early 1970's local opposition to the project had spread, greatly '

strengthened by changing public priorities reflected in the new environmental emphasis. By
1975 some of the parties had withdrawn their earlier support, and in July et that year a
majority of the members of the Commission recommended against congressional funding to
begin construction. Proposals to officially deauthorize Tocks Island were considered by the
Congress but not enacted. In 1978 Congress dest gnated the 37-mile middle Delaware River
a component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Sys em. As intended by its supporters, -

this designation created substantial procedural and policy impediments to the future
construction of any dam in that reach of the river.

With an at-site net yield capability (980 cfs) greater than the combined yield of all
other planned reservors in the Basin system, deferral of Tocks Island as a near-term option
created a major void in the Basin water management capability. The parties were in
disagreement about scenic river designation and dispute was provoked among them as to
their obligations under the Supreme Court Decree with respect to construction of a
mainstem reservoir. Failure to move ahead with a major storage project in the lower Basin
intensified concern over operation of upper Basin reservoirs during drought times. The
Tocks Island decision underscored the need for the Level B Study and led directly to the|

| good faith discussions.

.

4/ " Appraisal of Upper Basin Reservoir Systems, Drought Emergency Criteria and
Conservation Measures," Task Group Report to the Delaware River Basin Commission,
March 1979.

y
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Levc1 B Study

In 1977 the Commission '=egan work on the Level B Study with major funding supper:
by the Uni:ed States Tater Resources Council. As noted before, the decision not to proceed
with construction of Tocks Island removed a key unit from the Basin's water resource
management plan: long-standing and major assumptions as to lower Basin storage and flow
augmentation capabill:y could no longer be relied upon. The Level B Study was cesigned :o
take a new look, to review possible alternative reservoir projects, and to provide the
technical bases and concepts necessary for revision and updating of the Commission's
Comprehensive Plan, some par:s of which da:e back to 1962.

The good faith discussions began when the Level B Study was midway along, and relied
heavily upon data generated by the study team and cooperating agencies of the parties. The
information needs of the negotiators, in turn, provided a "real world" context and helped to
focus some of the major issues of the Level B Study. Information developed by the
Commission at the request of the good faith participants was made available to the Level B
program staff and is reflected in the final Level B report,2/ particularly in those sections
concerned with flow maintenance. All of the good faith recommendations of the parties
have a reference point in the Level B report.

2/ Delaware River Basin Comprehensive (Level B) S tudy," Delaware River Basin
Commission, May 1931.

vi
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SECTION I

MANAGEMENT STANDARDS AND CRITERIA

Recommendation 1.-Salinity Objectives

The Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan to include a revised
salinity objective. The amendment should include a set of interim and long-term
salinity objectives. The interim operatingcMective should be to limit salinity to
a maximum 30-day average of 180 mg/l of chlorides and a maximum
30-day average of 100 mg/l of sodium at River Mile 98 (i.e., one mile upstream
from the Walt Whitman Bridge). Through a set of step-by-step actions a more
protective objective should be established by the year 2000 to limit salinity to a
maximum 30-day average of 150 mg/l of chlorides and a maximum 30-day
average of 83 mg/l of sodium at River Mile 98.

I As additional reservoir facilities and storage capacity become available in
the Basin they should be used both to augment water supply, and to improve
environmental conditions, water quality, and salinity protection. A portion of
the new storage capacity recommended in recommendation 5 should be

| committed to salinity protection. As each unit comes on line, the operating
sahnity objective should be revised until the year-2000 objective is reached.

j Simultaneously, a series of depletive water use allocation budgets should be
| adopted at each stage. Each budget should be designed to meet the operating -

salinity objective with the capacity of the storage facilities then available.

The sahnity objective should be periodically reviewed by the Commission in
i light of existmg conditions and knowledge.

The parties join in this recommendation, in view of the fact that they are
also committed to the implementation of the depletive water use budget set
forth in recomendation 13, to the implementation of a drought operating formula
and conservation programs, as set forth in recommendations 3, 4,10,11, and 12,
and to the development of projects set forth in recommendations 5,6, and 7.

All of the parties recognize the benefits of the salinity standards proposed
| In recommendation 1, but New York City abstains from supporting this

recommendation because establishment ofsalininstandards is properly a matter;

for decision by the Commission. However, the City does agree with the spe_ific!

drought operating schedules set forth in recommendation 3, which will assist in
controlling salinity during drought periods over the course of this agreement.

Explanatory Notes

Water management policy in the Delaware is conditioned by key, underlying
objectives. The need for new storage projects, for example, is largely dependent upon the
level of flow =aineenance capability required. Flow requirements, in turn, depend in large
part upon salinity characteristics in the estuary and the degree of salinity concentration
that can be tolerated at specified locations. Excessive salinity can increase sodium in
drinking water supplies and cause adverse health effects for some people. Salinity can also
increase operating costs for some industries. Protection against salinity intrusion requires a
volume of fresh water flow into the estuary and improved management on the part of those
water users who are subject to the effects of salinity. Overarching all aspe:ts of any
system is the question of what degree of adverse environmental condition should the system

-1-
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be designed to protect agains ? Should the Delaware Basin seek controlcapabilityco protect
against the worst known drought, a lesser drought, or a drought that is worse than anything
previously experienced? What is a sound margin of safety?

The Commission's existing salinity standard (equivalent to 72 mg/l of chloride at River
Mile 98) cannot be met during drougn: periods with the flow augmenta:!on capabill:y
presently available. To meet this existing standard under projected year-2000 condi: ions
would require more than twice the new storage capacity recommenced by the parties in
Section III. By the year 2000, with projected increases in depletive uses, meeting this
existing standard would require a minimum flow at Trenton of about 3900 cis, compared to
the current capability of about 2500 cfs. The revised standard proposed in
recommendation 1 thus represents a relaxation of the existing standard, and acceptance of
limited risk of chloride / sodium contamination in the estuary and adjacent aquifers that feed
from it. That risk will be greater during the interim period before new flow augmenta icn
facilities are constructed and the more protective control objective goes mto eIfect.

The interim salinity objective (130 mg/l chlorides /100 mg/l sodium at R.M. 93) can be
met during a drought with existing flow capability at Trenton. To meet the year 2000
salinity objective (150/33 at R.M. 98) will require a minimum flow capability of about
2900 cfs at Trenton if depletive uses increase as projected.5/ This means that :ne Basin
faces an estimated flow capaci11:y shcr: fall by the year 2000 of abou: 600 cfs, even with
allowance for substantial reduction in depletive use through ~ conservation. Meeting :ha:
projected shortfall condition is the purpose of the new projects and regulatory measures
recommended by the par:les.

. .

Sodium concentrations in drinking water can impact on public health. Sodium intake in
excess of physiological need is an important factor in inducing age-related increase in blood
pressure that culminates in hypertension in generally susceptible people. The prevalence of
hypertension in the adult population of the United States is 15 to 20 percent among
Caucasians and substantially higher among blacks. Persons with this health problem are
usually advised to limit their intake of sodium. Sodium has also been implicated in other
diseases, includiny/ cirrhosis of the liver, toxemias of pregnancy, hypernatraemia, andMeniere's disease

In colcnial times water from the Potomac-Raritan-Magothy aquifer system flowed
from the aquifer to the Delaware River. Because of heavy pumping, the hydraulic gradien:
has been largely reversed. ine aquifer is now significantly recharged from :he Delaware
River, particularly upstream of River Mile 98. The aquifer system provides water supplies
:o over one million people in New Jersey and Delaware. In normal water years, with curren:
pumping rates, abou: 50 percent of the water withdrawn from these aquifers in the south-
central New Jersey area is induced flow from the river. In dry years this may rise to as
much as 70 percent or greater. Sodium levels in portions of the aquifer near the river are
thus strongly influenced by sodium concentrations in the river water and the duration of
contac: between river water of excessive sodium concentrations and the aquifers. Present
New Jersey drinking water standards set a maximum sodium level of 50 mg/.l.

.

6/ Projections of future depletive water use, population size, level of industrial activity, and
other technical background assumptions in this report are drawn from the Level B Stucy.

7/ Results of research on the effects of elevated sodium levels were reported :o the parties
by Dr. Robert W. Tuthill of the School of Health Sciences at the Universley of
Massachusetts. For more detailed discussion of the effects of sodium see the EPA
statement, " Basis and Purpose for Proposed Amendments to the National Interim Drinking
Water Regulations and Proposed Special Monitoring Requirements," July 1979.

.%
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C urrent studies by the U. S. Army Corps of Engincsrs have examined the annual
salinity-related costs to municipalities and industry in the estuary. This cost is estimated to
average about $14 million annually for municipal systems and $20 million annually for direc:
industrial withdrawals (1973 price levels).8/ These costs do not inc!ude salinity-related
costs to ground water users who depend on aquifers recharged in part by the estuary.

Recommendation 2.-Drought of Record

The Basin's water management system should be capable of providing and
protecting reliable water supplies for essential uses during a drought equal in
severity to the drought of record, which occurred in the period 1961-1967. The
Commission should amend the Comprehensive Plan to include a specific
management criterion that the drought of record will be used as the basis for
determination and planning of dependable water supply.

Explanatory Notes

The 1960s drought is estimated to have a recurrence interval of several hundred years
in the upper Basin and about 100 years for the lower Basin. A water supply system designed
on the basis of a severe drought would offer a greater margin of safety than a system
designed to meet a less severe drought. Where a reasonably long period of record is
available (approximately 30 years in the Delaware River Basin), use of the drought of record
is considered reasonable for determination and planning of dependable water supply.

Using the drought of record for planning purposes should not be understood to offer
full protec: ion. It is not uncommon for such events to be exceeded in severity by later,
more extreme events. Prior to the 1960's the drought of record for the Delaware Basin was
the 1929-33 drought (upon which the 1954 U. S. Supreme Court Decree was predicated). The
severity of that event was exceeded to a substantial degree by the drought of the 1960s.

.

SECTION II

DIVERSIONS, RELEASES AND RESERVOIR
MANAGEMENT DURING cacccaT

Recommendation 3.-Drought Operation Formula

Pursuant to section 3.3 of the Compact, for purposes of management
during a drought, the Commission should amend the Comprehensive Plan to
include a schedule of phased reductions in diversions, releases, and flow
objectives as set forth in Tables 1 'and 2. The formula is based upon a
differentiation between " normal," " drought warning" and " drought" conditions as

3/ " Delaware Estuary Salinity Intrusion Study," Appendix 1, Technical Studies, Depar: ment
of the Army, Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers, Draft-December 1931.

-3-
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defined by the combined storage 1:vels shown on tha operation curvas for
Cannonsville, Neversink and Pepacton reservoirs (page six). The division of the
drought warning zone into upper and lower halves is defined as a physically equal
division, or 20 billion gallons in each zone.

TABLE 1

Interstate Operation Formula for Reductions
In Diversions, Releases, and Flow Objectives

During Periods of Drought

Montague Trenton
NYC Storage NYC Div N3 Div Flow Objective Flow Objective

Condition mad _ mad cfs efs

Normal 300 100 1750 3000

Upper Half-
Drought Warnmg 630 35 1655 2700

Lower Half-
Drought Warmng 560 70 1550 2700

Drought 520 65 1100-1650+ 2500-2900+

Severe Drought (to be negotiated based on conditions)

* Varies with time of year and location of salt front as shown on Table 2.

During drought conditions as defined by the operation curves shown on page
six, the Montague and Trenton flow objectives should vary according to the
location of the salt front (250 mg/l chloride isochlor 7-day average), in
accordance with the following table:

TABLE 2
.

Flow Objectives for Salinity Control
During Drought Periods

Seven-day Average
,

! Location of Flow Objective, Cubic Feet Per Second At:
| " Salt Front," Montague, N.J. Trenton, N.J.

River-mile * Dec-Aor May-Aug Sect-Nov Dec-Aor May-Aug Sect-Nov

Upstream of
|

R.M. 92.5 1600 1650 1650 2700 2900 2900

Between' R.M. 37.0
and R.M. 92.5 1350 1600 1500 2700 2700 2700

Between R.M. 32.9
and R.M. 37.0 1350 1600 1500 2500 2500 2500

Downstream of
R.M. 32.9 1100 1100 1100 2500 2500 2500

* Measured in statute miles along the navigation channel from the mouth of Delaware Bay.
.

_ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Diversions and releases under this drought operation formula should go into
effect automatically whenever combined storage in the City reservoirs declines
below the drought warning line and remains below that level for five consecutive
days. When the combined storage (including the projected water runoff
equivalent of actual snow and ice) reaches a level 15 billion gallons above the
drought warning line, and remains above that level for five consecutive days, de
drought operation formula should automatically terminate and normal operations
provided for in the Decree should be resumed.

Whenever the drought operation formula goes into effect, it should be
binding on all parties for not less than 130 days following the triggering of
drought warning operations, unless terminatecaute=aricall,by improved storage
conditions, as noted above. During the 130-day period the parties will convene
no less frequently than once each month to review current conditions, and they
may extend, modify, or extend as modified the formula recommended here. If no
unanimous agreement as to a continuing drought operation formula is reached
within the 130-day period, all parties shall be released from the terms of the
formula contained in this agreement and may pursue their rights and obligations
under the Delaware River Basin Compact and the U. S. Supreme Court Decree.

The City of New York joins in recommendation 3 but does not by doing so
accept any general responsibility under the doctrine of equitable apportionment
or otherwise to vary releases from the City's reservoirs in accordance with the
location of the salt front.

Explanatory Notes

The recommended drought operation formula was applied during the 1930-81 drought
experience. The parties believe it represents a compromise between 2e needs of New York

| City and northeastern New Jersey for water supply, and the needs of the lower Basin to
! maintain minimum fresh-water flows in the river and into the estuary in order to protect
| water uses and quality in that region.
|

Termination of the drought operation formula as proposed in recommendation 3
involves a criterion (15 billion gallons for five days) different f c= that proposed for
terminating a drought emergency in recommendation 10 (40 billion gallons for 30 days). In
the former instance, the action required is largely automatic and can be executed quickly.
It can be easily reversed if storage conditions worsen and dip into the drought warning. A
larger margin of certainty is proposed in the latter instance because public conservation
controls and drought awareness programs take time to organize and cannot be turned on and
off quickly.

i
|

|

|
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RecommGndation 4

The Commission should develop a plan for coordinated operation of other
-

existing impoundments during drought periods to complement the operating
formula for the New York City reservoirs, as outlined above, in order to
maintain reliable supplies for essential uses, to conserve water, and to control
sahnity.

The plan should include operating criteria for the Beitzville, Blue Marsh,
Walter, Prompton and Nockamixon projects, and the hydroelectric power
reservoirs in the Basin of the Pennsylvania Power and Light Company anc Crange
and Rockiand Utilities, Inc. Criteria for defining a lower Basin drought warning
and drought should be prepared and made part of the plan. The plan should be
completed by July 1,1983, and made part of the Commission's Comprehensive
Plan.

!

Explanatory Notes

During recent droughts special arrangements were made with the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers to provide water supply storage in the Walter and Promp:an projects on a
temporary emergency basis to help maintain- lower Basin flow objectives. Arrangements
were also made with electric utility companies to modify the opera ion of the
Wallenpaupack and Mongaup power reservoirs in a manner calculated to increase re! eases
during :he low flow period, and provide sustained and dependable flows. This experience
needs to be analyzed so that a more precise operating plan can be worked out in advance of
the next drought emergency.

| A series of reservoirs operated as an integrated system can produce a significan:ly ,

greater net yield at downstream control poin s e.an if the same reservoirs are opera:ed
independently. Recommendation 4 seeks that objective as well as the general goal of
emergency preparedness.

SECTION III,

1
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Recommendation 5.-Walter, Prompton and Merrill Creek

It is recommended that the parties individually and collectively endorse
and promote construction or modification of the following projects for water
supply, and flow augmentation for salinity control according to the timetable
specified:

Enlargement of the Francis E. Walter reservoir in Luzerne County,-

Pennsylvania. Design studies are currently uncier way by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. Construction should be completed by 1990.
Estimated additional yield: 290 cis.* The Commission should amend
its Comprehensive Plan by adding an updated description of the
Francis E. Walter project. A proposed revised Comprehensive Plan
description is made part of this report as Appendix A.

oThis and the following yield figures are initial estimates and subject to change during
engineering design. They are based on complete and uniform drawdown of increased storage
over a 120-day period (115 days for Merrill Creek).

- . __ __
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Enlargement of the Promoton reservoir in Wayne County,-
;

Pennsylvania. Design studies should be initiated so that the project
'

can be completed by 1995. Estimatedaddi .icnal yield: 130 cfs.
Pursuant to section 3.3 of the Compact, the Commission should
amend its Comprehensive Plan by adding an updated description of

,

the Prompton project, including the following operating policy i

provisiom ;
,

(1) When New York City is releasing from its reservoirs by ;

direction of the River Master to meet Montague flow |
objectives- |

(a) inflow to Prompton may be passed through the reservoir f
and released downstream with no change in the Montague !

flow objective, or stored in the reservoir with an i

equivalent reduction in the Montague flow objective; and
|

(b) releases may be made from Prompton storage to meet .

Trenton flow requirements, and such releases will not be |

counted as part of the Montague objective.
|

(2) When New York City is not releasing from its reservoirs to |
meet Montague flow objectives- :

|

(a) Inflow at Prompton may be stored (except for minimum [
conservation releases); and [

(b) releases may be made from Prompton storage to meet
Trenton flow requirements, and such releases will not be
counted as part of the Montague objective.

A proposed revised Comprehensive Plan description of the Prompton
project is made part of this report as Appendix B.

Construction of the Merrill Creek reservoir in Warren County, New-

Jersey, if determined to be practicable by feasibility and
environmental studies, which are currently under way Subject to the
outcome of these studies, construction should be completed at the
earliest possible date, which is estimated to be 1986. Estimated
additional yield: 200 cfs. Subject to completion of the NEPA
process, the Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan by
adding a description of the Merrill Creek project. A proposed
Comprehensive Plan description is made part of this report asi

Ascendix C.|-

Explanatory Notes

The foregoing yield figures are initial estimates and subject to change during
engineering design. They are based on complete and uniform drawdown of increased storage

| over a 120-day period 115 days for Merri11' Creek) to supplement flows of the Delaware3

River at Trenton. This method of estimating results in combined yields about 10 to
,15 percent higher than would actually be available from the three projects.

i

Experience of recent droughts has underscored the need for increased water storage,
water supply and flow augmentation capacity in the Delaware Basin. The Basin is even now

|
"
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in a deficit condition in tccms of flows required to mest the year 2000 salinity control,

objective proposed in recommendation 1. Unless new augmentation facili:les are provided,
tha: deficit will worsen under de impact of new or expanded depletive use, both above and
below Trenton. The conserva:!cn measures proposed in recommendations 10,11 and 12 will
be an importan: drough: managemen: tool and will partly offset increasing use, but will not
suffice alone.

With recurrence today of a drought equal in severity to that of the 1960's, system
operation of the Basin's existing impoundments could maintain a flow at Trenton of abou:
2500 cfs, including the effects of the proposed reduced diversions, flow objectives at
Montague, and conservation recommended by the parties. Under the impact of increased
depletive use, as projected in the Level B study, that capability will drop to slightly less
than 2300 cfs by the year 2000 if no new flow augmentation or water suppy sources are
developed before that date. These levels of capability contrast sharply against ce
estimated 2900 cfs that will be needed to meet the year 2000 salinity objective under
projected conditions 13 years hence. Even with allowance for the approximations inherent
in these ' numbers, the conclusion is inescapable that the existing water storage, water supply
and flow augmentation facilities 'in the Basin are insufficient to cope with de impac: of
drought. Measured against :he year 2000 salinity objective (150 mg/l of chloride at R.M. 93)
the present shortfall is about 50 cfs. If depletive water uses increase as projected, and no
new facill:ies are developed, this shortfall would increase to about 600 cfs by de year 2000,
even with the imposition of rigorous water conservation measures.

Recommendation 6.--Cannonsville

It is recommended that the State of New York enlarge the Cannon:ville
reservoir in Delaware County, New York, if determined to be practicable by
feasibility and environmental studies. Subject to the outcome of these studies
construction should be completed by 1990. The requirements of Secticn IIIB of
the U. S. Supreme Court Decree of 1954 relating to excess releases should be
waived as to the additional storage included in the Cannonsville modification
project. Additional project yield should be used primarily to maintain
conservation releases. Secondary purposes should be to support the Montague

I flow objectives and diversions to New York City within the limits of the 1954
; U. S. Supreme Court Decree. The Commission should amend its Comprehensive
i Plan by. adding an updated description of the Cannonsville project. A proposed

revised Comprehensive Plan description is made part of this report as
Appendix D.

Explanatory Notes.

| Added storage in Cannonsville would increase the reliability of the New York City
reservoirs during drought periods and enhance the capability of the reservoirs :o meet the

I objectivas specific in proposed recommendation 6. The project would not directly
contribute to increased lower Basin flows since the Montague formula, and modified drought
release requirements' would continue unchanged as the controlling measure of the City's,

downstream release obligations under the Supreme Court Decree. Additional storage would,
however, delay somewhat the imposition of reduced diversions and flow objectives during
drought periods.

| Modification of Carnonsville was proposed in the report of the Temporary State
l Commission on the Water Supply Needs of Southeastern New York, December 1973, and

recommended in the Level B Study. The reservoir level would be increased approximately
eight feet by the addition of flashboards on the spillway. This would increase storage by
approximately 13 billion gallons.

|
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Recommendation 7.-New Jersey ,

It is recommended that New Jersey undertake a study to examine potential
solutions to the Camden Metropolitan area water supply problems and the
related overpumping of the Raritan-Magothy aquifer system. Alternatives to be
explored should include the proposed conjunctive use of ground and surface
water; pumping of ground water from the Cohansey Sands aquifer; and
interconnection with and water transfer from the City of Philadelphia. This
study should be completed and an alternative or some combination of
alternatives should be selected by the end of 1985. The selected alternative (s)
should be implemented by 1990.

Recommendation 3.-A11uvial Pumping

It is recommended that the Commission evaluate the recommendation of
its ground water consultants that a field demonstration be made to gather
further physical information about the effects of pumping from glacial alluvium
to supplement flow augmenta:ica capacity during drought periods. Possible
development of such new sources of supply should be considered as a standby
alternative, for use in emergency after the year 2000.

Explanatory Notes

Commission consultants have concluded that within the area of de Basin upstream of
Phillipsburg, New Jersey, including tributary 5treams, a large potential exists for de use of3

ground water to augment low streamflows.9/ Such augmentation could be provided from
unconsolidated or bedrock sources, elder annually or as needed in response to drought
emergencies.

Approximately 425 square miles of glacial outwash deposit are !ccated in this upper
Basin area having a combined available storage of about 645 billion gallons of ground water.
The consultants concluded that it is most likely that only 10 to 15 percent of the available
ground water storage could be practicably developed. However, the consultant also
confirms the fact that very little is known about the hydrologic properties of the glacial
deposits since little actual field data are available. The consultant recommends that the
apparentfeasibnieyof ground water augmentation from glacial deposits be confirmed by
actual field measurements and a field demonstration project.

Recommendation 9.-Tocks Island

The parties are agreed that Tocks Island should be held in reserve status
for development after the year 2000 if needed for water supply. The
Commission should amend its Comprehensive Plan by adding an updated
description of the Tocks Island project. A proposed revised Comprehensive Plan
description is made part of this report as Appendix E.

Explanatory Notes

New projects, conservation controls and other recommendations of de parties are all
drawn in reference to de period from the present to the end of this century. Calculations
of increasing depletive use, and the amount of offsetting new storage that is required, do
not extend beyond the year 2000. If the projections and assumptions on which these

9f"Special Ground Water Study of the Upper Delaware River Basin." A report prepared for
the Delaware River Basin Commission by R. E. Tright Associates, Inc., May 1932.
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recommendations are bas d are borna out in the expcricnce of the next 13 years, :he Basin
'

would need additional storage capacity early in the next century beyond that which is now
recommended by the parties.

The Delaware Water Cap National Recreation Area, authorized in 1965, surrounds the
Tocks Island pcol area. It was originally conceived as a reservoir-oriented recreation area.
Planning and development of the area is currently proceeding on the basis of recreation
without a reservoir.

The 37-mile section of the Delaware River mainstem that would be inundated by the
Tocks Island reservoir pool was designated a component of the national wild and scenic river
system in 1973. Policy of the National Wild and Scenic River Act (P. L. 90-542) is to
preserve the free-flowing conditions of designated river components. However, designa: ion
does not foreclose all possibility of future development of a storage reservoir in the same
river segment. The Act requires advance notification of the Secretary of the Interior, and
that a repor be submitted to the Congress specifying in what respect construction of a
proposed project would conflict with the purpose of the Act. Nothing in the Act precludes
Congressonal consideration of a project in a designated scenic river area.

SECTICN IV

cc:tszavrIc:t

Recommendation 10.--Conservation Trigger

Storage conditions in the New York City Delaware Basin reservoirs should
be the principal consideration of the Commission in declaring a basinwide ;

drought emergency under the Compact, and the initiation of emergency
conservation measures. The operation curves shown on page six should be the
basis for such a declaration by the Commission based upon storage conditions.
The Commhsion should include within its Comprehensive Plan a statement of
general policy that a drought emergency will be declared for purposes of
imposing mandatory in-Basin conservation measures whenever combined storage
in the three reservoirs falls into the drought zone shown on the operation curves
and remains in that zone for five consecutive days. The statement of policy,

l should also provide that termination of a drought emergency will be considered
by the Commission whenever combined storage in the three reservoirs reaches
40 billion gallons above the drought warning level and remains above that level
for 30 consecutive days, and that the drought emergency will be terminated by

j the Commission whenever the combined storage remains above that level for
60 consecutive days unless the Commission unanimously agrees to extend the
emergency.

,

! This recommendation is not intended to extend, impair, or conflict with the
Commission's authority under the Compact to declare or terminate a drought or
water shortage emergency in the Basin, or sub-region thereof, in other instances
as conditions may require.

Explanatory Notes

The intent of this proposed recommendation is to establish consensus in advance as to
what constitutes drought conditions warranting emergency action. The cri:eria will be
useful to water users and :ne general public, as well as to water management officials of the
parties.
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Combined storage of the three New York City reservoirs comprises about 90 percent
of the total available storage in the Basin, and for that reason is accepted by the parties ~as
a sound criterion for determining a basinwide drought emergency. The Commission may, as
circumstances warrant, declare a drought emergency for sub-regions of the Basin based upon
different criteria.

Authority to declare a drcught or other water supply emergency is contained in
Section 10.4 of the Compact. Under such declara:icn the Commission may centrol the
amount of water wicht.rawn from surface or ground water sources for any purpose, and may
regulate ce creraeien of public and private reservoirs in the Basin. See: ion 3.3 of the
Compac: contains special provisions relating to diversions and releases under the Supreme
Ccur: Decree during a drcught or catastrophe.

Recommendation 11.-Conservation Cbjective of 15 Percent

The Commission should include within its Comprehensive Plan a statement
of general policy that conservation measures in the Basin designed for
implementation during drought periods shall be based upon the objective of
reducing overall depletive use of fresh water by 15 percent.

Explanatory Notes

Conservation during drought periods requires ex:raordinary measures not justified
under normal hydrologic conditions. Because of flow-salinity relationships in the estuary,
and the importance of' maintaining specifJed minimum fresh-water flows during drcught,
conservation of depletive use is of special importance in the Delaware Basin. It is the

depletive uses of both surface and ground waters that impact quantitatively upon minimum
flows and the capability to maintain them.

The policy objective of 15 percent reduction in depletive water use during drcugh
d: rives from the Level B Study. The 15 percent represents an average of varicus levels of
reduction among different classes of users. The range is from a high of 50 percent for golf
course use, 25 percent for municipal use, 10 percent for agricultural use, down to no
reduction in water used by livestock. A 15 percent reduction in depletive use as applied to
levels of water use projected for the year 2000 would be equivalent to an augmentation of
flow of approximately 230 cfs.

No estimate is available of the extent of depletive water use reducticn achieved
overall in the Basin during the 1980-81 drought. Diversion from the Basin (which can be
considered depletive use) by New York City in the period June 1980-May 1981 was
14 percent less than the previous 12-month period.

In the Pennsylvania portion of the Basin it is estimated that public water suppliers
were able to reduce depletive losses from a normal usage of 70 mgd to 20 mgd, two-thirds
of which was realized within the Philadelphia Water Department and Philadelphia Suburban
Water Company service areas. Self-sup' plied industries are estimated to have reduced
dtpletive use by 10 percent (or 14 mgd) through in-plant conservation measures. About
90 percent of an self-supplied golf course use was curtailed, generating an estimated
dr.pletive use reduction of about il mgd.

During the February-to-November-1981 period overall water use in Philadelphia
(dtpletive and non-depletive) was reduced by about nine percent. During the three summer
months, the reduction was 13 percent. Many of the smaller communities in Pennsylvania,
such as Hazelten, Schityikill Haven, Kut :own, Walnutport and East Stroudsburg, achieved
reductions in overall water use ranging up to 25 percent as a result of water rationing
programs instituted during 1981.

w



Recommendation 12.--Contingency Plans

Each State should prepare drought contingency plans for phased
i=plemenu::.cn during periods of drought warning and drought. Such plans
should be coordinated with action by the Commission in announcing a drought
warning and in declaring a drought emergency under the Compact, and should be
designed to achieve a target 15 percent reduction in depletive use at drought
stage. Contingency plans should be completed no later than December 31,1983,
and should include:

Identification of those restrictions on non-essential water uses, such-

as car washing, lawn watering, et cetera, that can be effectively and
practically applied; and cutilne procedures for coordinated initiatien
and termination of public controls over such uses as drought
conditions develop and subside.

Contingency plans by large water users that provide for phased-

reduction of use as drought conditions worsen.

Proposed or existing legal authority to establish emergency-

conservation programs with enforcement powers, including fines and
penalties.

Effective and timely public information services concerning the-

drought and the necessity for conservation by all classes of water
users.

If adequate legal authority does not exist to implement contingency plans,
including the foregoing features, the parties should seek such authority prior to
December 31,1935.

Explanatory Notes

Drought contingency plans are presently being prepared by Pennsylvania and Delaware
and are expected to be completed in the near future. A contingency plan for New Jersey
has been completed..l2/

SECTION V

DEPLETIVE WATER USE BUDGET

Recommendation 13.-Water Use Budget

The Commission should develop a regulatory program to limit future
depletive water use in such a way as to balance existing, new, or expanded
depletive use with the availability of storage capacity required to meet salinity
objectives. The principal features of such a program should be:

The control area in which the regulatory program would cperate-

would be that area of the basin downstream of the Montague gage
and upstream of the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal.

10_/ "New Jersey Drought Emergency Plan," June 1931.
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Water available for allocation to new or expanded depletive uses '

-

within the control area would be limited to that which is in excess of i

: the flows needed to maintain the applicable salinity control objective
during drought periods. !,

!

Applications for new or expanded depletive water uses within the |-

control area that would be in excess of the amount available for '

allocation would not be approved by the permitting agencies of the ;

States or by the Commission unless new storage e=n= city is brought i

on line or existing uses are proportionately reduced by conservation
,

or abandonment, or unless such new or expanded uses are offset by
,

water imported from outside the Basin. ,'

Water available for allocation to new or expanded depletive uses |-

would be allocated either among the States in proportion to the ;

percentage of the control area within each State, or to the common
pool for use without regard to political boundaries.

,

!! the Commission's regulatory program follows the State-by-State |-

option, water available for allocation to a State would be increased
,

(1) to reflect new storage capacity constructed and financed by that [
State, its agencies or subdivisions, or (2) to reflect that portion of
new storage e=n=ri y constructed or financed by the Commission in |t

accordance with agreements among the parties for each project.

If the Commission's regulatory program fe!!ows the " common pool"-

option, allocations to the pool would be increased as new storage
units are constructed and water becomes available for new or r

expanded uses in accordance with existing State and Commission !
.

permitting programs.

A depletive water use budget should be adopted and implemented by the i

Commission no later than 1985. !

Explanatory Notes

The fundamental concept behind this proposal is that depletive use should not be i
allowed to continue to increase in the absence of offsetting storage capacity sufficient to

.

i sustain minimum streamflow objectives. There cannot be continued increases in depletive [
l use without compensating releases from new storage unless the Basin is prepared to face the f

consequences of steadily decreasing streamflows. If the capacity does not exist, creatien of l

new capacity, either through importation, reduction of existing uses, or construction of new i
impoundments or other flow augmentation sources, would be required under the proposed j
recommendation as a precondition of approval of any new depletive use. The Delaware i

Basin is reaching that point. Measured against the year 2000 salinity objective proposed in !
recommendation 1, waters of the Basin are already over-allocated. !

f1

s

Studies indicate that about 110 cfs would be available for allocation now under the
interim salinity control objective proposed in recommendation 1. If depletive uses increase j
as projected, and no new flow augmentation facilities are brought on line, this allocation [would beexhauseedby 1937. :

The area of the Basin above the Montague gage would be excluded since the j
U. S. Supreme Court Decree requires reservoir releases by the City of New York designed to ;

meet the prescribed level of flow in the Delaware River at Montague. ;

* I
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Areas of the Basin below the Chesapeake and Delaware
| Canal are exluded because the concentration of sea salts in that area is so heavy that Say
| waters cannot be utilized as a source of fresh water. Surface streams draining into the Bay
i contribute such minor flows that they have little impact upon salinity levels.

!

! SECTION VI

CONSERVATION RELEASES FROM<

| NEW YORK CITY RESERVOIRS
!

Recommendation 14.-Augmented Conservation Releases

The Commission should amend docket D-77-20, as necessary to authorize
| cn a permanent basis the augmented conservation release schedules at the three
l reservoirs, as shown in Table 3.. The revised docket, a draft of which is attached

as Appendix F, should reflect the following conditions:

An additional quantity of water up to 6000 cis-days should be-

l provided for the relief of thermal stress on aquatic life in the river
downstream of the reservoirs and on the mainstem of the Delaware
River, designed to prevent to the extent practicable, any water
temperature higher than 750F or daily average water temperature
higher than 720F in the designated downstream areas as determined
from measurements at Calliccon, Harvard, Woodbourne, and Hale

,

! Eddy gaging sites during the period May 1 to October 31, inclusive. -
| Releases for this purpose should be at the direction of the New York

State Department of Environmental Conservation. In order to
conserve available water in storage, no thermal stress releases should
be made when the reservoirs are in drought warning or drought
condition.

Whenever combined water storage conditions in the three reservoirs-

decline to drought warning or drought levels, as shown on the
operation curves (page six), the augmented conservation releases

| should be reduced to the basic rate in effect prior to 1977 for each
reservoir except that larger volumes of water would be released
during those periods when the River Master is directmg releases to
meet the Montague flow objectives. This reduction would be for the
purpose of conserving available water in the reservoirs.

Conservation releases should be returned to normal augmented levels! -

I when combined storage in the three reservoirs reaches 25 billion
| gallons above the drought warning level, as'shown on the operation
I curves (page six), and remains at or above that level for

15 consecutive days.

Increases in the augmented conservation release levels should be-

made only in accordance with the allowances provided for in the
Stipulation of Discontinuance in The City of New York vs The State'
of New York Deoartment of Environmental Conservation,
Index No. 3340-80, and should be subject to approval by the
Commission.
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TABLE 3

Basic Augmented
Reservoir and Conservation Conservation

Coerative Dates Release Release

Neversink
4/1 4 /7 5 cfs 45 cfs-

4 / 3 - 10 / 31 15 45
11 /1 3 / 31 5 25-

Pepacton
4/1 4 /7 6 70-

4/3 - 10 / 31 19 70
11 /1 3 / 31 6 50-

Cannonsville
4/1 4 / 15 3 45-

4 / 16 - 6 / 14 23 45
6 / IS - 3 / 15 23 325
3 / 16 - 10 / 31 23 45

11 /1 - 11 / 30 23 33
12 /1 3 / 31 3 33-

Explanatory Notes

Table 3 shows the programs of augmented conservation releases from the New York
City Delaware Basin reservoirs that has been in effect since 1977 on an experimental basis.
The purpose of the program is to augment low streamflows below the Cannonsville,
Pepacton and Neversink reservoirs to protect and enhance the recreational use of waters
affected by such releases. Research findings and comments from fishermen and
recreationists indicate that the eff
continued on a permanent basis L / ect of the program has been beneficial and should be

The augmented conservation releases shown here are identical to the schedules
contained in the Rules and Regulations of the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (Part 671, Reservoir Release Regulations, Cannonsville, Pepacton and
Neversink Reservoirs), adopted in November 1977 and amended in May 1980. The release
levels have been consented to by the City of New York in reliance upon mutual
commitments made by the State and City of New. York (Stipulation of Discontinuance, City
of New York 'vs New York State Decartment of Environmental Conservation, Index
No. 3340-80).

1_1/ " Appraisal of Upper Basin Reservoir Systems, Drought Emergency Criteria and
~ Conservation Measures," Task Group Report, Delaware River Basin Commission,
March 1979; " Performance Report of New York Reservoir Releases Monitoring and
Evaluation Programs-Delaware River-July 1978-December 1979," 3. Douglas Sheppard,
Bureau of Environmental Protection, New York Department of Environmental Conservation
(undated). -
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